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                      Introduction

                               _“bmMaU
   I derive my authority to write this book by command of

Jagadguru ¹r¤ 1008 Sw¢m¤ Niºchal¢nanda Saraswat¤, head of

Govardhana P¤°ha, Puri in tradition starting with ¹r¤ N¢r¢ya´a.

He was followed by Brahm¢ born from lotus, Vasi¾°ha, ¹akti,

his son Par¢ºara, Vy¢sa, ¹uka, the great Gau²p¢da, yog¤

Govindap¢da and his disciple ¹a¬kar¢ch¢rya whose 4 disci-

ples continued the tradition at 4 p¤°has-Padmap¢da,

Hast¢malaka, To°aka, and Sureºvara, author of V¢rttika (short

notes on Upani¾ads). That tradition continues till our present

guru.

 Zmam`U§ nÙ^d§ d{gîR>§ e{º$ÄM VËnwÌ nameaÄM
    ì`mg§ ewH§$ Jm¡‹S>nX§ _hmÝV§ Jmo{dÝX `moJrÝÐ_Wmñ`{eî`_²Ÿ&
lre‘>amMm ©̀_Wmñ`nÙnmXÄM hñVm_bH$ÄM {eî`_²
   V§ VmoQ>H§$ dm{V©H$H$ma_Ý`mZñ_X²Jwê$Z² gÝVV_mZVmo@pñ_Ÿ&&
   The same tradition from N¢r¢ya´a to Sw¢m¤ Niºchal¢nanda

with ¹ank•ar¢ch¢rya in middle is praised below.

            Zmam`U g_maå^m§ e‘>amMm ©̀ _Ü`_m_²Ÿ&
            {ZíMbmZÝX n ©̀ÝVm§ dÝXo Jwénaånam_²Ÿ&&
  There is another start of the tradition from Sad¢ºiva to 4 mental

sons of Brahm¢-Sanak, Sanadana, San¢tana, Sanatkum¢ra.

Their disciple was N¢rada who gave the knowledge to Vy¢sa

and his son ¹uka. From them the tradition is same.

gXm{ed naånam-
gXm{ed§ lrgZH§$ gZÝXZ§ gZmVZÄM¡d gZËHw$_ma_²

     lr ZmaX§ ì`mgewH$m¡ M Jm¡‹S>nmXÄM Jmo{dÝXnX§ _hmÝV_²Ÿ&
lr e‘>amMm ©̀_Wmñ` nÙnmXÄM hñVm_bH$ÄM {eî`_²
    VÝVmoQ>H§$ dm{Îm©H$H$ma_Ý`mZñ_X²Jwê$Z²  gÝVV_mZVmo@pñ_Ÿ&&
 Respected swam¤ Niºchal¢nanda j¤ is also direct disciple of

Sw¢m¤ Hariharananda j¤, famous as Karap¢tr¤ j¤ who spent his

whole life in re-establishing Vedic path by his learned com-

mentaries on vedas, R¢m¢ya´a, Bh¢gavata etc. and political

and social struggles.

  Ho${MX²̂ OpÝV {d~wYm h[a_r{eVma-
             ÄMmÝ ò ha§ ^d{ZXmKha§ l`pÝVŸ&
  Y_m©@@{V©{IÝZ_Zgm§ {H$_wnmgZr §̀
              àË`{jV§ h[ahamÛ`_Û`ÝZ:Ÿ&&
 Myself-Arun Kumar Upadhyay of Bahradv¢ja gotra was guided

into devotion to the tradition of sages by my parents, which is

sole basis of my knowledge. To quote Sw¢m¤  Karap¢tr¤ j¤ from

his Ved¢rtha-P¢rij¢ta (1/32)

  òfm§  {nV¥{nVm_hm{Xnwéfm AmgZ² gXm d¡{XH$m
  ò ñdmÝVo n[aerb`pÝV gVV§ doXmZ² gXWm©pÝdVmZ²Ÿ&
  doX{Û{S²>^éXr[aVmZ{^ZdmZWm©ZwXrú` ñd §̀
 ò pŠbí`pÝV _hÎmXW©_{Ibmo øñ_mH$_of l_:Ÿ&&
 _mVm OJVm[aUr Xodr {nVm lr MÝÐeoIa:Ÿ&
 g§ñH$mam{U V`moX©Îmm: jo_m` àU_må`h_²Ÿ&
                           ***
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   2. Books on Mathematics by Sw¢m¤ j¤- Earlier 143rd

head of Govardhana P¤°ha, Sw¢mi Bharatik¨¾´a T¤rtha j¤ (1884-

1960) had written Vedic Mathematics (1978) and Vedic Meta-

physics-both published by M/s. Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi.

Vedic Mathematics explains 16 ga´ita-s¦tras from an appen-

dix of §gveda. This was intended to be first volume only to

explain short methods of complicated calculation. The other

volumes were about higher mathematics which were probably

stolen and are untraced till now.Some more applications of faster

numerical methds were published by others-e.g. the following

books by Motilal Banarsidas-Vedic Mathemetics Decades :

Space Book,  Astronomical Application of Vedic Mathematics,

Vedic Mathematics for Schools (3 parts), Vertically and Cross-

wise-Applications of Vedic Mathematics S¦tras. Prof Kenneth

Williams of Glasgow, UK has dedicated his life to write many

books for popularising these methods at various levels. In In-

dia, Dr.Narinder Puri of Roorkee, Sri Viºvanath Unkolkar of

Dandeli (Karnataka) etc. have written major books in the field.

 Continuing the mathematical tradition of Govardhana P¤tha,

Sw¢m¤ Niºchal¢nanda Saraswat¤ ji has written 3 books on phi-

losophy of mathematics-specially on origin and nature of num-

bers-

1.Swastika Ga´ita-This describe indications of numbers by

¡ryabha°a, Swastika sign, decimal system, significance of

0,1,108, signs of  addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi-

sion, concept of zero etc.

2.Ga´ita-Darºana-This gives concept of zero as Puru¾a (cos-

mic man), as a number.

3. A¬ka-Pad¤ya (Ga´an¢tha-Ga´ita)-Content of zero and de-

velopment of  numbers from that.

   The subject matter of 3 books is different, but has a lot of

common elements to explain the context, so all the three have

been summarized in one book. It is difficult to select  a suitable

title of the book to indicate the subject matter. There are sev-

eral books on philosophy of modern and ancient mathematics.

Subject of  these books is unique and untouched, so it was

necessary to give a distinct title. For months, I was thinking

about a proper title, and still it is not fully proper, but some

name has to  be given. There is no literature like this, and it

was difficult to grasp the thoughts. Though Sw¢m¤j¤  was kind

to trust me with this work,  the delay in understanding the

matter created impression of my negligence. The problem is

also  to make normal educated people understand. Persons hav-

ing read modern mathematics will need a comparision with

modern theories of zero and infinity and give examples of similar

views in vedic literature. Similarly, persons having studied

sanskrita or vedic texts have to be explained mathematical im-

plications which has been done by Sw¢m¤j¤  in brief manner

with minimum  number of quotes. Only one or two extra verses

have been quoted,  as they are exact parallels to modern defi-

nitions. There are still many other passages, but only a sample

is given to explain the points. Some of the ideas were not clear

to me and given in short.Notes by me include-Cantor Set theory

about grades of infinity, V¤rasena classes of Infinity in Jain text

Dhaval¢, a verse of Kathopani¾ad giving exact definition of zero

limit and infinity, some new meanings of numeral word e.g.

cloud for 17.                 ******
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                         Chapter 1

                       Zero and Infinity

1. Definition of zero-Normal meaning of zero is  that when

a number is substracted from itself, nothing  remains. That noth-

ing is called zero. In symbols-

  a-a=0,  or  2-2=0  etc.

However, zero is not exactly nothing. It has two functions in

mathematics-

  (1) It is start of counting, hence it is also a number. Not only

as a start, but it occurs after every 10 numbers-e.g. 10, 20, 30,

etc.

 (2) Another meaning is that it is very small number, rather

smaller than the smallest. That concept is used in analysis of

numbers-real or complex. In a fraction, if we  increase the value

of denominator, value of  function decreases. The fraction tends

to zero when denominator tends to infinity. Here, another con-

cept is needed-infinity. Infinity is defined to be larger than any

number we can imagine. This is reverse of zero. When the

denominator of  a fraction decreases indefinitely,  its value

tends to infinity.

   To understand the symbolic mathematics, we have to know

about relation between two variables, called a function-

   f (x) is called function of x. Here, x is independent variable. It

can take any value. Any unknown quantity in algebra is taken

as x and we build an equation based on its description. By

solving that equation, we find the value of x. In this method, x

is seed (b¤ja) from which the tree of equation is built. So the

method is called B¤ja-ga´ita. As x takes arbitrary value, it is

called Gulika or ka in short. A quantity dependent on x is called

function of x,  e.g. 2x is a function of x called f(x).When x is 1,

f(x)=2x is 2, when x=2,  f(x)= 4 and so on. Thus f(x) is depend-

ent variable. In sanskrit, it is called y¢vat-t¢vat  i.e. it is as

much (t¢vat) based on x (y¢vat). In short, it is called ya. Ka and

ya of sanskrit B¤jaga´ita have become x and y in modern alge-

bra. Algebra word itself is a translation of Brahma. Brahmagupta

had written his famous astronomy book-Br¢hma-sphu°a-

siddh¢nta in 622 AD which contained mathematical methods

like algbra, trigonometry also. This was translated in 632 AD

under orders of Khalifa Mansur in Arabic.The name Br¢hma

(=of Brahma) was translated as Al-Zabar (the Great or the Pow-

erful) which is meaning of Brahma in sanskrit based on verb-

B¨¬ha=to grow. Siddh¢nta (sphu°a) was  translated as muqu¢bal¢

(contest or comparison-because correctness is decided by

º¢str¢rtha=contest). The complete book on mathematics was

called Al-zabar-ul-muqu¢bal¢. When it was translated into Latin

later on, only the first part was retained-Al-zabar which has

become algebra. Bhavi¾ya pur¢´a tells that Mohammed had

rquested help from Bhoja king of M¢lv¢ for help in his holy

war. Islamic tradition also admits help by Indians, in particu-

lar, the brahmins who helped Mohammed were called Mohay¢l¤

(helping Mohammed). Thus, one of the purposes of the book

by Brahmagupta may be to give basis of new Islamic calender

starting in 622 AD. Plea of Mohammed was that he wanted to

re-establish rule of Dharma as it existed in Arab when it was

under rule of Vikram¢ditya, fore-father of Bhoja. Though,  Ar-

abs sought guidance of India in war and mathematics, there
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were persons in Arab who knew Arabic, sanskrit and math-

ematics who did the translation and read it. The translation of

Brahma as Algebra is not incidental-the concepts of zero and

infinity-both indicate features of Brahma. Now coming to point,

zero is defined as

  f(x)=1/x

  f(x)u0 when xuu

Here,  u=infinity, f(x) is called function of x.

  u means tends to.

For example, 1/2 = 0.5

 1/3=0333.., 1/4=0.25, 1/5=0.2, 1/6=0.1666...

Thus, we see that in 1/x, when we increase x in squence 2, 3,

4, 5, 6 ..., value of 1/x declines steadily. We can make it smaller

than any small number by taking x sufficiently large. Suppose

we take a small number as 1 crore part of 1 written as 10-7 
,

then x will be taken as bigger than 107
. Any imaginary small

number is called e (Greek letter epsilon).

Thus, 1/x g e ,when x h G (any large number)

Here, g = smaller than,  h =bigger than.

x h G (x is bigger than G) means same as xuu (x  tends to

infinity).

2. Indian concept-The above definitions of 0 and u are

same as the concept of God described in Ka°ha-upani¾ad  (2/

20) -also in N¢rada-parivr¢jaka-upa.(9/13), ¹arabha-upa.(19),

N¢r¢ya´a upa.(1/3)-

AUmoaUr`mÝ_hVmo _hr`mZ², AmË_mñ` OÝVmo{Z©{hVmo Jwhm`m_²Ÿ&
V_H«$Vw:ní`{V drVemoH$mo YmVw àgmXmÝ_{h_mZ_mË_Z:Ÿ&&

I.e. the ¢tm¢ living in heart of this being is smaller than the

smallest and larger (or greater) than the greatest. Only the self-

less person blessed by God can see His greatness.There are

many similar lines in upani¾ads and other vedic texts given with-

out translation-

A{UîR>mo dm“o@“o g_mZ`{V (_¡Ìm`Ur Cn.2/6)
AUr`mZ² øVŠ ©̀_Uwà_mUmV²Ÿ&(H$R>mon{ZfX² 1/2/8)
AUr`mZ² ~«rhodm© `dmÛmŸ& (N>mÝXmo½` Cn.3/14/3)
AUw H$moQ>a {dñVrU} Ì¡bmoŠ §̀  M OJX²̂ doV²Ÿ& (VoO{~ÝXw Cn. 6/87)
AUmoaUr`mZh_od VÛV²Ÿ& (H¡$db` Cn.20)
AUmoaUr`§g_Zwñ_aoÚ§. (JrVm 8/9)
AUmoaß`Êì`§ Ü`mËdm.. (_¡Ìm`Ur Cn.6/38)
   Sanskrit word for zero is º¦nya meaning void or empty. Its

Arabic  translation is sifr which became Zephirum in Latin.

This was called cifra by Leonardo Fibonooci (1170-1250 AD).

in his book on Hindu place value systems called  Liber Abacci.

This became chiffre in French, ziffer in German, Zefiro in Ital-

ian and zero in English.

   L¤l¢vat¤ by Bh¢skar¢ch¢rya-II (B.1114 AD) gives rules for

zero-

`moJo I§ jong_§ dJm©Xm¡ I§ ^m{OVmo am{e:Ÿ&
Iha: ñ`mËIJwU: I§ IJwUpíMÝË`íM eof{dYm¡Ÿ&&
eyÝ ò JwUHo$ OmVo I§ hmaíMoV² nwZñVXm am{e:Ÿ&
A{dH¥$V Ed ko`ñVW¡d IoZmo{ZVíM `wV:Ÿ&&
In addition, cipher makes the sum equal to the additive. In

involution (square and cube of zero) and evolution (i.e. square-

root and cube-root of zero), the result is zero. A definite quan-
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tity, divided by cipher, is a fraction with its denominator ci-

pher (I-N>oX). The product of cipher is naught, but it must be

retained as a multiple of cipher, if any further operation im-

pend. Cipher having become a multiplier. If cipher becomes a

divisor, the definite quantity must be understood to be un-

changed. So likewise any quantity, to which cipher is added,

or from which it is substracted, (is unaltered). Symbolically-

a-a=0,  a k 0 = a, 0 k a = ka, 0 x(ka)=0, 0x0=0, 0/a=0.

   Concept of limit has been explained in B¤ja-ga´ita of Bh¢skara-

II while explaining the strange property of a fraction with zero

denominator-

Apñ_Z² {dH$ma: Ihao Z amemd{n à{dîQ>oîd{n {Z:g¥VofwŸ&
~hþîd{n ñ`mëb`g¥pîQ>H$mbo@ZÝVo@À ẁVo ŷVJUofw `ÛV²Ÿ&&
   A fraction having zero denominator  has the strange property

similar to that of Almighty. The Almighty absorbs infinite be-

ings of  the universe during the deluge and lets out infinite

beings during the creation, but he does not undergo any change.

Similarly, the value of a fraction with denominator zero does

not undergo any change by the addition of any huge number to

it or substraction of any huge numer from it.

Symbolically-

Value of  (n/o) + any large number=Value of (n/o)

Value of  (n/o) - any large number=Value of (n/o)

Concept of limit and infinitesimal calculus is also given in

Siddh¢nta-ºiroma´i of Bh¢skara-II-

{~å~mY©ñ` H$mo{Q>Á`mJwUpñÌÁ`mha: \$b§ XmoÁ`m}`moaÝVa_²Ÿ&
This means, (sin x-sin x’) = (x -x’) cos x
This is equivalent to, d(sin x)=(cos x)dx as in modern differen-

tial calculus. In common language, small change in value of sin

x is proportional to change in x multiplied by cos x.

3. Zero as non-entity like Puru¾a-Puru¾a is the eternal

conscious being without any change and present all over all the

time. Due to lack of change, it is beyond perception, so it is

called non-element. Forms of nature are perceived as they suf-

fer change by action of 3 gu´as. The 3 gu´as are seen in two

ways. Firstly, they are 3 distinct modes of existence. Due to

their combination, prak¨ti (nature) exists in 23 =8 forms. In

each form a gu´a like sattva may exist or not, giving 2 varie-

ties. Second gu´a, rajas also can exist or not-total combina-

tions joined with the first gu´a are 2 x 2=4. Similarly, the third

gu´a-tamas also will mukltiply the forms to 4 x 2=8. These 8

varieties of prak¨ti are prak¨ti (creative) and vik¨ti (transformed

or created) both. The root form or formless prak¨ti is m¦la-

prak¨ti. In 8 forms of prak¨ti, all 3 gu´a are similar. In their

subsequent transformation, the gu´a are different. Sattva is

potential or energy of action, rajas is actual action or change.

Tamas is inactive. Thus 8 prak¨ti give rise to 8+8=16 vik¨ti,

which is only created version, it can not create further. 8 Prak¨ti

+16 vik¨ti  make a total of 24 prak¨ti which are modes of crea-

tion due to 3 gu´as. Puru¾a remains aloof  from  the changes

and creation, thus being the 25th element of S¢¬khya philoso-

phy (sa¬khy¢=number, S¢¬khya = number of classes). Being

without change and aloof, it is non-element also. This is ex-

pressed in Mah¢bh¢rata, º¢nti-parva chapter 305 as-

AZrída_VÎd§ M VÎd_² (41)
I.e. the (25th) tattva (elemen) is not cause or effect and hence
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non-tattva. £ºvara controls everybody, being aloof from change

is lack of that power or an¤ºvara.

{ZñVÎd: nÄMqdeH$: (43)
The 25th element is non-tattva, or not connected with other

tattvas. The complete verses are-

Aì`º§$ joÌ{_Ë`wº§$ VWm gÎd§ VWoída:Ÿ&
AZrída_VÎd§ M VÎd§ VV² nÄMqdeH$_²Ÿ&&41Ÿ&&
VÎdm{Z M MVw{dªeV² n[ag’çm` VÎdV:Ÿ&
g’çm: gh àH¥$Ë`m Vw {ZñVÎd: nÄMqdeH$:Ÿ&&43Ÿ&&
  (_hm^maV, empÝVnd©, AÜ`m` 305)
There are many other quotes-e.g.

_m`m§ Vw àH¥$qV {dÚmÝ_m{`Z§ Vw _hoída_²Ÿ&(ídoVmídamon{ZfX² 4/10)
Understand m¢y¢ as prak¨ti (nature) and its lord (May¤) as

Maheºvara.

àH¥${V_m©`m nwéf: {ed:Ÿ&(JUoenyd©Vm{nZr`mon{ZfX² 2/3)
Prak¨ti is m¢y¢ and Puru¾a is ¹iva.

A{dÚm_ybàH¥${V_m©`m bmo{hVewŠbH¥$îUmŸ&(empÊS>ë`mon{ZfX² 3/1)
Avidy¢ is root Prak¨ti or m¢y¢, which is 3-fold-red, white and

black (3 names for 3 gu´a-sattva, rajas, tamas)

~«÷e{º$aod àH¥${V:Ÿ&({Zambå~mon{ZfX²)
Prak¨ti is nothing but power of Brahma.

M¡VÝ`ñ ¡̀H$ê$nËdmX²̂ oXmo ẁº$mo Z H${h©{MV²Ÿ&(`moJ{eImon{ZfX² 4/1)
The Conscious Being is of 1 form only, so it can not have any

parts.

gË`§ kmZ_mZÝX§ ~«÷Ÿ&(gd©gmamon{ZfX² 3)

Brahma (the Supreme) is satya (truth, existence), j®¢na (knowl-

edge) and ¢nanda (bliss).

 _hm ŷVmoËWgyú_m“monm{YH$m: gd} Ordm:Ÿ&
 ({Ìnm{Û^y{V_hmZmam`Umon{ZfX² 1)
All beings have small organs arising from that Great Being.

Puru¾a is beyond peception as it all-pervading and does not

change. In that sense, it is non-entity like zero.

   4. Dual role of zero-We start the counting in 2 ways-from

zero as a number or from 1. For example, in petrol pumps,

meter states that before start of pump, number is to be set at

zero. The rulership of  kings is counted from Bh¢dra-ºukla 12th,

when V¢mana Vi¾´u had started supremacy of Devas under

Indra. Since, counting is from this date, it is called ¹¦nya (=zero).

There is difference in number of years of kings, as there are

two systems of counting. In one system,  all numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,.. are counted. In another system, num-

bers ending with 0 or 6 are not counted. The counting will be

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12,... etc. Thus in 35 years of rule

there will be 43 numbers (called A¬ka) as 8 numbers will be

omitted- 6, 10, 16, 20, 26, 30, 36, 40 and the counting will go

up to 35 + 8 = 43. Thus the start of counting is from zero, but

zero itself is not counted. Natural numbers used for counting

are from 1 only. In theorems on Prime numbers, we exclude 1

also and take numbers from 2 as inclusion of 1 does not fit into

theorems, Zero does not have any value of its own. But com-

bined with a number, it contributes to the value. For example,

0 has no measure or value, but if it is kept after 1 or any other

number, value of number inreases 10 times. Value of 1 is 10-
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1=9 more. By keeping two zeros at end, number becomes 100

times. I.e. 1 increases by 100-1=99. Keping zero in middle

also incrases the value. E.g. 102=12=90, thus inserting zero in

middle, increases value of 12 by 90. Increase in value of number

by putting  zero in that has been called Mey¢¬ka. Mey¢¬ka is

the complete number which includes zero  at some places. If

zero is only at unit place, value of the remaining digits increases

by 10. Thus it increases in ratio of 9 (10-1).

250=25 x10. Increase in value is 250-25=225=25x9.

If zero is at 10th place or both at unit and 10 places, then the

number left to two places increases 99 (100-1) times.

505-(5+5)=495=5x99

500-5=495=5x99

     Value of zero is actually value of the place in number. We

are using only 10 digits including zero to write all numbers-0,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. To write bigger number than 9, we use

two places-one place is added to the left of first place where

value of any number is 10 times. By keeping 1, 2, 3,.. etc. at

this place we mean 10, 20, 30, .. etc. If no value is needed at

unit or the first place, 0 (zero) is kept there. By using two places

we can write 10x10=100 numbers including zero, i.e. upto  99.

For writing bigger numbers, we use third place to the left hav-

ing  value  of    10 2=100. Three places can indicate 10 3=1000

numbers, including zero i.e. upto 999. Similarly, we can write

any number by using successive places to the left. So it is said

that, digits (0,1.. to 9) have motion to the left direction-

A‘>mZm§ dm_Vmo J{V:Ÿ&
(Place value of) digits (of a number) move to left (in multiples

of  ten)

ñWmZmV² ñWmZ§ XeJwU_oH$ñ_mX² JwÊ`Vo {ÛOŸ&
VVmo@îQ>mXe_o ^mJo namÕ©_{^Yr`VoŸ&({dîUwnwamU 6/3/4)
  O br¢hma´a ! from one place to the next one, the places are

multiples of ten. At 18th place from 1 i.e. 1017is par¢rddha..

 `Wm EH$aoIm eVñWmZo XeñWmZo Xe¡d§ M¡H$ñWmZo `Wm M EH$Ëdo@{n ñÌr
_mVm M CÀ`Vo Xw{hVm ñdgm M B{VŸ& (`moJgyÌ, ì`mg ^mî`)
A woman is called mother (by her children), daughter (by her

parents), daughter-in-law (by her parents-in-law). Similarly,

the same digit assumes hundredth value, tenth value and unit

value when it occupies hundredth place, tenth place and unit

place.

   For fractional numbers in this system, the place values are

kept to the right of unit place and are decreasing successively

in ratio of 10. Fraction part is separated by giving a dot after

unit place.

Number     Place vaues

                  Hundreds   Tens Unit  1/10 1/100  1/1000

234.542         2             3       4       5        4         2

Value of digits-200      30       4     5/10   4/100   2/1000

567.12           5            6        7        1        2       0(no number)

Thus, 567.12=567.120.

5. Zero also is existant-There are many sayings in philoso-

phy texts indicating that words meaning zero like asat (intangi-

ble, non-existant, false), abh¢va (lack, absence of matter),

nistattva (non-element)-do not mean complete non-existance.

They too indicate something which is not visible or  percepti-
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ble to us.

Z ^mdmÁOm`Vo ^mdmo ^mdmo@^mdmÝZ Om`VoŸ&
Zm^mdmÁOmVo@^mdmo@^mdmo ^mdmÝZ Om`VoŸ&&(~m¡ÕY_© Xe©Z n¥.548)
Bh¢va (=abstract existence) can not come out of bh¢va or even

from  abh¢va. Abh¢va also can not come from bh¢va or from

abh¢va.

ZmgVmo {dÚVo ^mdmo Zm^mdmo {dÚVo gV:Ÿ&
C^`moa{n ÑîQ>mo@ÝVñËdZ`moñVÎdX{e©{^:Ÿ&&(^JdX²JrVm, 2/16)
  From  asat can not come bh¢va (existence) and from sat can

not become abh¢va (vanish). This is evident only to the seek-

ers of truth.

ZmñË`gÕoVwH$_ËgXgÕoVwH§$ VWmŸ&
gÀM gÕoVwH§$ ZmpñV gÕoVwH$_gËHw$V:Ÿ&(_mÊSy>Š`H$m[aH$m 4/40)
  Asat is not due to asat nor sat is from asat. Similarly, sat is not

the reason of sat or asat.

{ZñVÎdm H$m`©Jå`m@ñ` e{º$_m©`mp½Z e{º$dV²Ÿ&
Z {h e{º$: Šd{MËH¡$píMX²~wÜ`Vo H$m ©̀V: nwamŸ&&47Ÿ&&
(nÄMXer, AÜ`m` 2)
The difficulty in  separating cause and effect makes Brahma  as

unique. ¹akti  is not perceived before some work is done by it.

   In A¬ka-Pad¤yam, 13 points have been given to prove that

zero means existence-

 (1) Numbers from 1 to 9 indicate existence. Their association

with zero increases their value. So zero also should mean ex-

istence.

 (2) 1,2.. etc. become 10,20,.. etc after being attached with

zero has no value then 10+1will not be 11 but 1+1=2. This is

successor of 9 in numbers as-

 9+1=10, 99+1=100, 999+1=1000.

Non-existence can not lead to existance and vice-versa-

ZmgVmo {dÚVo ^mdmo Zm^mdmo {dÚVo gV: (JrVm 2/16)
 (5) As it is impossible to count upto infinity, similarly only

zero can not be counted. So it is not considered a number. Due

to difficulty in visualising zero, common logic takes it as nill-

  ∞=
0

1

   Divisor or remainder zero is not nill as it starts the sequence
of numbers starting with 1.
H$W_gV: gÁOm òV (N>mÝXmo½`mon{ZfV² 6/2/2)Ÿ&
  After complete dissolution of world, the remaining abstract
world is called un-differentiated remainder. Similarly, end of
numbers is called zero.
  {eî`Vo eof g§§kH$:Ÿ&(lr_X²̂ mJdV 10/3/25)
 (6) The ultimate creator is abstract and formless-that is zero.
Its forms with specific attributes like Brahma etc. are indicated
by numbers from 1 to 10.
                           Up-Brahm¢=9

                           North  -Kubera=7
    NW-V¢yu=6                             Northeast-£º¢na=8

West-Varu´a=5                            East-Mitra(sun)=Indra=1

     SW-Nir¨ti=4                            Southeast-Agni=2
                           South   -Yama=3
                          Down-  Ananta=10
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zero. Thus 1 zero after the number makes its value 10 times.

 (3) Non-existence can not be counted as a number. But 10,

100, 1000 are counted as numbers.

(4) There is clear difference between 1+1=2 and 10+1=11.

The ten directions and numbers are also indicated by ten

mah¢vidy¢s. Dh¦mavat¤, Chhinnamast¢, Tripurasundar¤,

Bagal¢, M¢ta¬g¤, Bhuvaneºvar¤, ½o²aº¤, T¢r¢, Kamal¢-indicat-

ing numbers from 1 to 10.

   0 and 1 both indicate Brahma. The supreme without any vis-

ible qualities or attributes is 0. As addition of 0 does not make

any change, this aspect of Brahma is detached, without form

or actions. Brahma as visible entities is indicated by 1 from

which counting starts. By successive addition of 1, all numbers

are formed. The 2 forms of Brahma have been called 2 birds in

Vedas (Brahma or ¢tm¢ and J¤va) or Adam and Eve in Bible-

Ûm gwnUm© g`wOm gIm`m g_mZ§ d¥j§ n[afñdOmVoŸ&
V`moaÝ`: {nßnb§ ñdmÛÎ`ZíZÝZÝ`mo A{^MmH$er{VŸ&
     (F$½doX 1/164/20)
     2 birds (¡tm¢ and J¤va) reside on the same tree (chain of

creation) jointly and with friendship. Among the 2 neighbours,

one is eating the pippala (fruit of acition=apple) and the other

is detached and just keeps watch.

  Chain of creation is parallel to sequence of numbers-0=¡tm¢,

which is also infinity, written as chain of 0s-V is beyond com-

prehension as to how un-attached formless Brahma became

Creator with attributes and started creation with sky etc.-

H$mo XXe© àW_§ Om`_mZ_ñWÝdÝV§ `XZñWm {~^{V©Ÿ&

^yå`m Agwag¥JmË_m Šd pñdËH$mo {dÛm§g_wnJmËàîQw>_oVV²Ÿ&
   (F$½doX 1/164/4)
 Here, Kah =who, or Kartt¢ (=Creator, Doer). Thus the verse

is  a question and answer also. Who saw the First creation ?

Or, the Creator only saw the first creation. How the boneless

gave rise to beings with bones ? Where were the pr¢´a (life-

force), blood and ¢tm¢ (conscious) of  bh¦mi (earth, or  a closed

structure). Who went to the knower to ask these ?

  Numbers from 2 to 10 are core of its body (s¦kºma-ºar¤ra), 1

is the causal body (k¢ra´a-ºar¤ra) and 0 is its ¢tm¢. Place of

creation (yaj®a-ved¤ =place of yaj®a) earth is 0. 1 is navel of

numbers as other numbers are created by successive addition

of 1. Sun is V¨¾a (=which rains or radiates, bull). It moves

through 7 aºva (horse, driving force). Thus 2 to 8 are 7 horses

of sun, 8 being the sun. 9 is soma (=moon, dispersed energy)

after which numbers proceed upto infinity with 0. Thus 1,9, 0

are 3 navels of number system as Aum (› )=A+U+M is of

letters indicating Brahm¢, Vi¾´u and Maheºa-

B`§ do{X: namo AÝV: n¥{Wì`m A`§ `kmo ^wdZñ` Zm{^:Ÿ&
A`§ gmo_mo d¥îUmo Aídñ` aoVmo ~«÷m`§ dmd: na_§ ì`mo_Ÿ&&
      (F$½doX 1/164/35)
The number system is based on three navels-1,9,0, and 7 join

in between-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. All pervading is the single zero-

gßV `wÄOpÝV aW_oH$MH«$_oH$mo Aídmo dh{V gßVZm_mŸ&
{ÌZm{_MH«$_Oa_Zdª `Ìo_m {dídm ^wdZm{Z VñWw:Ÿ&
   (F$½doX 1/164/2)
(7) Zero is not imaginary like castles in air. In multiplications,
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zero indicates growth when used with other numbers, e.g.-

10x10=100, 10x50=500

But, alone in multiplication, it nullifies all-

1x0=0, 2x0=0.

(8) Non-existant can not be counted as a number nor it is mere

distinction. The difference between 1 and 10 is of zero only

and 10 is a number like 1.

(9) Deduction of non-existant means existance. But 0-0=0.

Hence zero is not non-existant.

(10) Zero is contained in all numbers. By adding 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9 to 10 we get 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. We

get the numbers in place of zero. Similarly 0+0=0.

(11) Non-existance is not minimum state of existance, nor

existance is developed state of non-existance. 0 and 1 come in

same sequence. 0+1=1 and 1-1=0, thus 0 is just less than 1 or

1 is more than 0.

(12) M¤m¢ns¢-As per this thought, change of Bh¢va (existance)

is called Abh¢va (lack of bh¢va). One mode of existance is lack

of it as per the other mode-

^mdmÝVa^mdmo {h H$`m{MÎmw ì`noj`m (íbmoH$dm{V©H$, n¥îR> 566).
(12-2) Change of place also makes an object non-existant at

the original place.

(12-3) Change of time also makes the object non-existant at

the original time. Distruction of an object is really change of its

form. No object is finished in all components. No mis-giving

(bhrama) is base-less. No obstruction (b¢dha) is beyond time

limit-

Z {h {Za{YîR>mZmo ^«_mo@pñVŸ& Z dm {Zad{Y~m©Y:Ÿ& (lr_X²^mJdV,

_YwgyXZr Q>rH$m 1/1/1)
Brahma-pur¢´a also tells that Maharloka becomes zero after

kalpa (creation) but is not destroyed. This means that zero also

has some existence-

eyÝ`mo ^d{V H$ënmÝVo `mo@ÝV§ Z M (/`mo øÝVo Z) {dZí`{VŸ&
(~«÷ nwamU 23/20)
Collection of zeros is infinite (ananta), immeasurable

(aprameya), and innumerable (asankhy¢ta).

AZÝVñ` Z Vñ`mÝV: gL²>»`mZ§ Mm{n {dÚVoŸ&
VXZÝV_gL²>»`mV§ à_mUoZm{n d¡ `V:Ÿ&(~«÷ nwamU 23/26)
The Supreme Dev¤ in female form (Eternal field) has called

herself as zero and non-zero. She is zero witness to the zeros-

eyÝ §̀ MmeyÝ §̀ M (Xoì`Wd©erf©, 2)
eyÝ`mZm§ eyÝ`gm{jUr(Xoì`Wd©erf©, 24)
  (13) Puru¾a is zero as it is beyond perception, not involved in

work, empty field (called Dev¤ in female form), neither mate-

rial nor matter etc. It is one as it is same essence of all verieties.

After mixing with creative element (Prak¨ti), it is visible as one

essence. When it is called one, it means there is an alternative.

many alternative forms give rise to further numbers-1, 2, 3,

4,... etc.

Aì`º§$ joÌ{_Ë ẁº§$ VWm gÎd§ VWoída:& AZrída_VÎd§ VV² nÄMqdeH$_²Ÿ&&
VÎdm{Z M MVw{dªeV² n[ag§»`m` VÎdV:Ÿ& g§»`m: gh àH¥$Ë`m Vw {ZñVÎd:
nÄM{d§eH$:Ÿ& (_hm^maV, empÝVnd©, 306/41, 43)
   6. Definition of infinity-To understand infinity, it is use-

ful to know types of numbers in modern mathematics.
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 The numbers

...., -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ....

are called rational integers, or simply integers.

The numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, ....are the non-positive integers.

The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, .... are positive integers.

These are also called natural numbers or cardinal numbers used

in counting.

  Any number p is a prime if-

(i) p h 1.

(ii) p has no positive divisors except 1 and p .

The first primes are-

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 41, 43, 53, ....

  Rational number can be written as a fraction (kp/q),  where p

and q are positive integers. It is either written as a fraction p/q,

meaning p is divided by q, or represented by a decimal.

         a
0
.a

1
a

2
....

      q) p

           b
0

 = 10c(p-qca
0
)

             b
1

 = 10c(b
0
-qca

1
)

            ......
where a

0 
is a non-negative integer and a

k
(k=1, 2, ..) are deci-

mal digits. If p and q  are each multiplied by same number, the

decimal remains the same, e.g.

4/10=2/5=0.4.

Decimal numbers terminate if the divisor  has factors of 2 and

5 only, as 10=2x5. Otherwise,  if the divisor has other factos

(e.g. 15=3x5, 7 etc), it does not terminate. Suppose, a number

is divided by 7 for decimal representation. Then the remainder

has to be less than 6. It will not be zero, as the process will

stop. Thus, remainders will be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 only. After 7th

step, one of the remainders will be repeated, thereafter the

same numbers will come. Thus, the decimal will recur maxi-

mum  after 6 terms. To convert the decimal number to frac-

tion, we put 1 in denominator (divisor) and as many zeros as

the non-recurring digits and 9 for each recurring digit.

Thus, 0.4=4/10 or 2/5.

103/330=0.3121212...=0.3(12)-here 12 recur or come repeat-

edly. To convert it back to fraction

The numbers which can not be written as fraction are called

Irrational numbers. These are of two types-

(a) Algebraic irrationals- are irrationals. They can not be writ-

ten as fraction but are solutions of algebraic equations. e.g.

 2  is solution of equation x2=2.

(b) The numbers e and p and numbers derived from them-It

has been proved that the following numbers are irrational-

The irrationality of such numbers as             ,                  or

‘Euler’s constant’ g is still unproved. Here-
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3
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log x=y means that ey=x

   There are many other irrational numbers. Actually they are

much more than rational numbers, this is higher infinity. The

rational numbers not classified by any algebraic equation are

called Transcendental.

   All the numbers-natural, rational and irrational-are jointly

called Real numbers. Compared to them, there are imaginary

numbers. Square of positive or any negative number is always

positive. E.g.

  2 x 2 = 4,  (-2) x (-2) = 4.

   Thus there is no number whose square-root is a negative

number. The number which we define as square-root of a nega-

tive number is an imaginary number. All imaginary numbers

are written as square-root of (-1) called i-

 Thus i24 =−  and so on. A combination of real and imagi-

nary number is called a complex number.

    Number of points in any line is equal to real numbers and

numbers on a plane, or two perpendicular straight lines is equal

to complex numbers. E.g. (2+3i) is a point in a plane which is 2

units towards right from origin and 3 units up. Negative num-

bers are towards left or below origin. Its theory and use can be

seen in any book on complex variable.

  Infinity is defined to be a quantity which is greater than any

number we can chose. The last limit in positive direction is

positive infinity and in negative direction, it is negative infinity.

Infinity is not a number, but greater than any number.

i=−1

∞+−−−<∞− ,......3,2,1,0,1,2,3....

   7. Grades of Infinity-Collection of objects is called a set.

Set of  all natural numbers is written as

                 N={1,2,3,.............}
   It appears that set of  all positive integers  N={1,2,3,...........}
is larger than the set {2,4,6,...........} of all even integers. But

it is not so. For each member of the first set, there is a separate

number in the second set, so both are equal. In another way,

double of infinity (members in second set) is also infinity. Match-

ing of each member of the sets can be shown by putting the

pairs one below the other-

     1, 2, 3,    .........  , n, .....

     2, 4, 6,   .........  , 2n, ....

In the same way we can show that N is numerically equivalent

to the set of all even integers (positive and negative)-

     1, 2,  3, 4,  5, 6,  7, . ..

     0, 2, -2,4, -4, 6, -6, ....

 Similarly, N is numerically equivalent to set of all integers-

     1, 2,  3, 4,  5, 6,  7, ....

     0, 1, -1, 2, -2, 3, -3, ..

    In early 17th century, Galileo had shown that there are as

many perfect squares (1,4, 9, 16, 25, etc.) as there are posi-

tive integers, which appeared strange to him-

      1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,

      12, 22, 32, 42, 52, ...

   In 19th century, Georg Cantor (1845-1918 AD) of Jewish

descent born in St. Petersburg, Russia showed that set of  all

positive fractions (rational numbers) is equal to set of cardinal

numbers. To prove it, we have to devise a method of counting
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in which no positive fraction is left out. Cantor arranged all

possible fractions in  two rows and counted them in diagonal

manner, starting from top left hand corner. His scheme is shown

below.
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1

4

1

3

1

2

1

1

1

Thus the counting will be-

1, 1/2, 2, 1/3, 3, 1/4, 2/3, 3/2, 4, 1/5, 5, .....

Cantor further proved that, if this countable infinity is N
0 
, then

the real number set is much bigger than natural numbers. That

is not countable and is equal to 02Ν . Set of real numbers is

                               02Ν = c

  Consider two sets-N={1,2,3,...........} and I = [0.1), the first

with cardinal number (count) N
0
 and the second with cardinal

number c. If N is class of all subsets of N
0
,  then N is countable

by c. N is class of all sub sets of N
0
, each member can be kept

or omitted, so there will be two subsets for each, and total

subsets are 02Ν . If A is a subset of N, then f(A) is that real

number x in I whose decimal expansion  x = .d
1
d

2
d

3 
...  is de-

fined by the condition that d
n
 is 3 or 5 according  as n is or is

not in A. Any other two digits can be used here, as long as

neither of  them  is 9. If x is a real number in I and if x = .b
1
b

2
b

3
..

is its binary expansion (so that each b
n
 is either 0 or 1), then it

is that subset of n which includes all members for which b
n
=1.

      By similar logic set of all subsets of real numbers is equal

to 2c and we get a chain of cardinal numbes containing many

grades of infinity-

1< 2<3<.....< N
o
< c <2c <

c22 <.....

  8. Indian classes of Infinity-There are many names of

Vi¾´u meaning infinity in Vi¾´u-sahasran¢ma-Ananta (659,

886), Anantajit (307), Anantar¦pa (932), Anantaºr¤  (933),

Anant¢tm¢ (518), Aniruddha (185, 638), Anirdeºyavapu (177,

656), Anekam¦rtti (721), Ap¢m-nidhi (323), Avyaya (13, 900),

Aprameya (46), Apramey¢tm¢ (248), Am¢n¤ (747),

Amitavikrama (516, 641), Amey¢tm¢ (102, 179), Ambhonidhi

(517), Asa¬khyeya (247), Asammita (108), nidhih avyayah

(30), Naikah (726), Naikakarmak¨t (469), Naikajah (890),

Naikam¢yah (302), Naikar¦pah (271), Naikaº¨®gah (763),

Naik¢tm¢ (468),  Param¢tm¢ (11), Parame¾°h¤  (419), Parardhih

(389), Parigrahah (420), Paryavasthitah (931), P¦r´ah (685),

B¨hat (836), Brahma (663, 664), Brahmavivardhanah (665),

Brahma´ya (669), Brahm¤ (668), Mahat (841), Mahardhi (350),

Mah¢kramah (671), Mah¢nidhi (806), Mah¢m¢yah (170),

Mah¢rhah (522), Viºvam (1), Sarvah (25). In addition, some

other words also may mean infinity-sahasra(1000, infinity), V¤ra

(brave, boundary, beyond boundary or Akabar in Arabic).
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    ¹ulba-s¦tra (rule of measuring structures) also indicate words

for different types of infininty-

An[a{_V§ à_mUmX²^y`:Ÿ& (H$mË`m`Z ewë~ gyÌ 1/23)
  I.e. aparimita means greater than a standard or limit.

   It is difficult to define the terms of Vi¾´u-sahasran¢ma in

exact mathematical terms. The same word in different places

may have different meanings-

     Ananta has been defined differently by ¹a¬kar¢ch¢rya at 2

places-At serial 659 he tells-

ì`m{nËdmpÝZË`ËdmV² gdm©Ë_ËdmV² XoeV: H$mbVmo dñVwVíMmn[apÀN>ÝZ:,
AZÝV:-gË`§ kmZ_ZÝV§ ~«÷ (V¡{Îmar` Cn{ZfX² 2/1) B{V lwVo:Ÿ&
JÝYdm©ßgag: {gÕm: {H$ÝZamoaJMmaUm:Ÿ&
ZmÝV§ JwUmZm§ JÀN>pÝV VoZmZÝVmo@`_ì``:Ÿ&& (2/5/24)
B{V {dîUw nwamU dMZmX²dm AZÝV:Ÿ&
At serial 886 he tells-

{ZË`ËdmV² gd©JVËdmX² XoeH$mbn[aÀN>oXm^mdmV² AZÝV: eofê$nmo dmŸ&
    At both places, these meanings are indicated-eternal, all

pervading, soul of all, not bound by time and space, satya (truth,

sameness) of  three types etc. At first place, it occurs after

words-Anirdeºya-vapu=indeterminable body, Vi¾´u=enclosing

all, so it means infinite in time and space. At second place, it

occurs with Hutabhuk, Bhokt¢ =consumer etc. Here, it may

mean infinite consumption or work.

Asa¬khyeya means not measurable with cardinal numbers.

Aprameya is numbers not defined with algebraic formula.

Ambhonidhi is collection of continuous numbers like spread of

water in 3 dimensional space.

Naikah means not measurable with cardinal numbers starting

with 1.

  Jaina texts have given many forms of infinity as per -Tao of

Jaina Sciences-by Prof. Laxmi Chandra Jain-in appendix 2 (pub-

lished by Arihanta Publications, Punjabi Bag, Delhi-

       Saïkhy¢ pram¢´a (The Number Measure)

Saïkhy¢ta              Asaïkhy¢ta                            Ananta

(Numerate)              (Innumerate)                         (Infinite)

Minimal Medium  Maximal

Parita                      Yukta         Asaïkhy¢ta

Asaïkhy¢ta        Asaïkhy¢ta    Asaïkhy¢ta

 Minimal Medium  Maximum

        Minimal Medium  Maximum

                 Minimal Medium  Maximum

Parita  Ananta              Yukta  Ananta              AnantaAnanta

Minimal Medium  Maximal Minimal Medium  Maximal

                                            Minimal  Medium   Maximal

   Without examples, it is difficult to surmise about the defini-

tions. The original authors must be having idea about different

types of infinity.
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                         Chapter 2

                       Number System

1. Numbers in decimal system-We are using 9 number

signs and one 0 to write any number in decimal system. Any

number from 0 to 9 can be written by these symbols. To write

nmber bigger than 9, we put 1 at a place left to it whose value

is 10 times. Thus 1 at second place means 1x10=10, then we

increase numbers at first place from 0 to 9. When symbols are

exhausted we put 2 at second place meaning 2x10=20 and again

put 0 to 9 at first place. This place is continued till we keep 9 at

second place. When there are 9 and 9 at both places, next

number is written by keeping 1 at third place having value of

10x10=100, and keeping blank or zero at places 1 and 2. Keep-

ing 1 at third place we again keep 01 to 99 at first two

places.Thereafter, 2 is kept at 3rd place and numbers 00 to 99

are placed in two places. These 3 places can be used to write

any number from 100 to 999, then we write 1000 to 9999 by

using 4 places. Fourth place to left has value 103=1000 times,

5th place number  has value 104=10,000 times and so on. Thus

any number howsoever large can be written by this method.

This is called decimal-system.

    Example of first 100 numbers-

0,    1,    2,    3,    4,    5,    6,    7,    8,    9,

10,  11,  12,  13,  14,  15,  16,  17,  18,  19

20,  21,  22,  23,  24,  25,  26,  27,  28,  29,

30,  31,  32,  33,  34,  35,  36,  37,  38,  39,

40,  41,  42,  43,  44,  45,  46,  47,  48,  49,

50,  51,  52,  53,  54,  55,  56,  57,  58,  59,

60,  61,  62,  63,  64,  65,  66,  67,  68,  69,

70,  71,  72,  73,  74,  75,  76,  77,  78,  79,

80,  81,  82,  83,  84,  85,  86,  87,  88,  89,

90,  91,  92,  93,  94,  95,  96,  97,  98,  99.

    Next numbers of 3 digits are as follows-

100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

....     ....     .....      ....     .....   .....  .....   ....  ....   ....

190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199,

....     ....     .....      ....     .....   .....  .....   ....  ....   ....

990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 995,996, 997, 998, 999.

    Then the numbers will start with 1000. After 9999, the 5

digits will start with 10,000 and will go upto 99,999. By this

process we can form any number of any digit.

   There are other systems also for writng numbers used for

special purposes. These will be discussed later on.

 2. Vedic origin of decimal system-Decimal system was

selected for common symbols of numbers due to 2 reasons-

1. 10 dimensional space-Real world is 10 dimensional. Space

has 3 dimensions, called length, width, height. On earth sur-

face, these are latitude, longitude, and height (above mean sea

level). Similarly, 3 numbers are used to indicate position of

object from earth in sky-r¢ºi  (longitude), kr¢nti ( latitude),

and kar´a (distance from  earth). An event in space is indicated

by indicating its time from  a reference point. In Special theory

of relativity,  Albert Einstein showed in 1905 that time and

space are related and the world is a Space-Time-Continuum.

In General Theory of Relativity, he showed in 1920 that mass
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is an effect of curvature of this 4-dimensional world. Later on

theories of  5 to 11 dimensional spaces were made. Most com-

mon are 10-dimensional string theories-there are 5 versions of

that and an improvement called M-string theory. However,

physical nature of these dimensions are not clear-these are ony

manipulations of differential equations and specal geometries.

     In Vedic literature, there are distinct names and concepts

for these dimensions. Brahm¢ with 4 heads is collection of all

matter in space, being the creator. Thus, 4th dimension is mat-

ter. Rudra of 5 heads is called Mah¢k¢la, so time (k¢la) is the

5th dimension. For mechanical world, this is sufficient descrip-

tion. Its implication is 5 basic units of measurements in phys-

ics, indicated by 5 M¢ (verb m¢=to measure) chhandas in vedas.

This is described by S¢nkhya philosophy with 5x5 elements

and a corresponding script (Roman) for that. Sixth element is

Chetan¢ (consciousness) which does chayana (arrangement of

objects atthere places). Philosophy of this is ¹aiva with 6x6

elements.There are 62-52=11 extra elements equal to 11 forms

of Rudra. Latin, Russian, Arabic and Gurumukhi scripts are

parallel to this. Seventh element can be called §i¾i (rassi in

Hindi=string). This is link between separate objects. The man

linking the knowledge of space and passing to common per-

sons has been called ¨¾i as he is 2-way link. For this space

there are 7x7 maruts (levels of wind) and Deva-n¢gar¤ script

by Indra prepared with help of V¢yu (air). Eighth dimension is

N¢ga (indicating number 8) or V¨tra, which creates curling ef-

fect due to which all objects have local field only. The script of

this is Br¢hm¤ with 8x8 elements for same number of kal¢.

Ninth dimension is Randhra (hole), or Nanda (both indicating

number 9) i.e. deficiency. Due to that creation occures-

Zdmo Zdmo ^d{V Om`_mZ: (F$H²$ 10/85/19)
= From the ninth, creation occurs

Tenth dimension is ¡nanda which is Rasa or the uniform mate-

rial spread in root form of world. Script of 9th dimension is

vij®¢na-v¢k of vedas with (8+9)2=289 letters/symbols-

36x3=108 vowels, 36x5=180 consonants and 1 un-attached

Om. Script for 10 dimensions is Chinese with thousand letters-

ghòmjam na_o ì`mo_Z²Ÿ&(F$H²$ 1/164/25)
=V¢k (word) is of  thousand letters in parama (beyond) vyoma

(sky). Vyoma on earth is Trivi¾°apa (Tibet)=heaven, beyond

that in China, script has 1000 letters.

  2. Easy calculation-Man has 10 fingers which help in 10 digit

counting. Actually, digit means both-a number, a finger. In frac-

tions with factor 2 or 5 in denominator, decimal will close (non-

recurring). In system of 7, all decimals except division by 7 will

be recurring. In 8-system, only divisors of  factor 2 (8=2x2x2)

will  give non-recurring decimal. Similarly, 9-system will be

divisible only by factors of 3. Some mathematicians preferred

12-system which will be divisible by 2, 3. But this will need 12

symbols 1 to 11 and a zero- this is more than number of fingers

in hands. Base of 10 is equally useful.

 3.Vedic references-

ñWmZmËñWmZ§ XeJwU_oH$ñ_mX²JÊ`Vo {ÛOŸ&
VVmo@îQ>mXe_o ^mJo namÕ©_{^Yr`VoŸ& ({dîUw nwamU 6/3/4)
O br¢hma´a! from one place to the next one, the places are
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multiples of ten. The 18th number is called par¢rddha.

EH§$ Xe eV§ M¡d ghòm`wVbjH$_²Ÿ&&
à ẁV§ H$mo{Q>g§km§ Mm~w©X_ãO§ M Id©H$_²Ÿ&
{ZIdª M _hmnÙ§ e‘x>O©b{Yaod MŸ&&
AÝË`§ _Ü`§ namÕª M g§km XeJwUmoÎmam:Ÿ&
H«$_mXwËH«$_Vmo dm{n `moJ: H$m`m}@ÝVa§  VWmŸ&&
(~¥hÝZmaXr` nwamU 2/54/12-14)
The numbers successively bigger ten times are-eka (1), daºa

(10), ºata (100), sahasra (1000), ayuta (10,000), lakºa (105),

prayuta (106), ko°i (107), arbuda (108), abja (109), kharva 1010),

nikharva (1011), mah¢padma (1012), ºa¬ku (1013), jaladhi (1014),

antya (1015), madhya (1016), par¢rddha (1017).

EH$XeeVghòm ẁVbjà ẁVH$moQ>`: H«$_e:Ÿ&
A~w©X_ãO§ Id©{ZId©_hmnÙe‘>dñVñ_mV²Ÿ&&
Ob{YíMmÝË`§ _Ü`§ namÕ©{_{V XeJwUmoÎmam: g§km:Ÿ&
g§»`m`m: ñWmZmZm§ ì`dhmamWª H¥$Vm: nyd£:Ÿ&&
(brbmdVr, n[a^mfm 10-12)
A`wV§ à ẁV§ M¡d e‘x>§ nÙ§ VWm~w©X_²Ÿ&
Idª e’§ {ZIdª M _hmnÙ§ M H$moQ>`:Ÿ&&
_Ü`§ M¡d namÕª M gna§ MmÌ nÊ`Vm_²Ÿ&
(_hm^maV, g^mnd© 65/3-4)
All these give the same sequence of numbers. Mah¢bh¢rata

adds para  (1018) after par¢rddha.

`XY©_m`wfñVñ` namÕ©_{^Yr`VoŸ&
(lr_X² ^mJdV nwamU 3/11/33)

Half-life of Brahm¢ is par¢rddha.

namÕ©{ÛJwU§ `Îmw àmH¥$Vñg b`mo {ÛOŸ&
({dîUw nwamU 6/3/4)
Prak¨ti merges into it (Brahm¢) after 2 par¢rddha.

bm¡{H$Ho$ d¡{XHo$ dm{n VWm gm_{`Ho$@{n `:&
ì`mnmañVÌ gd©Ì g§»`mZ_wn`wÁ`VoŸ&&9Ÿ&&
~hþ{^{d©àbmn¡: qH$ Ì¡bmoŠ ò gMamMaoŸ&
`pËH$pÄMX² dñVw VËgdª J{UVoZ {dZm Z{hŸ&&16Ÿ&&
(_hmdramMm ©̀, J{UVgmag§J«h 1/9,16)
In worldly life or Vedic matters, or even in reigious practices,

whatever be the dealings, everywhere enumeration is essen-

tial. Why say much ? In the three worlds, living or non-living,

whatever is to be transacted, that cannot be done without cal-

culation.

EH§$ Xe eV§ M ghò Ëd`wV{Z`wVo VWm à`wV_²Ÿ&
H$moQç~w©X§ M d¥ÝX§ ñWmZmV² ñWmZ§ XeJwU§ ñ`mV²Ÿ&
(Am ©̀̂ Q>-1, Am ©̀̂ Q>r` 2/2)
EH§$ Xe M eV§ MmW ghò_ ẁV§ H«$_mV² Ÿ&
{Z`wV§ à ẁV§ H$mo{Q>a~w©X§ d¥ÝX_ß`WŸ&&5Ÿ&&
Idm} {ZId©íM _hmnÙ: e‘x>íM dm[a{Y:Ÿ&
AÝË`§ _Ü`§ namÕª M g§»`m XeJwUmoÎmam:Ÿ&&6Ÿ&&
(e‘>ad_©Z², gÐËZ_mbm, 1/5-6)
¡ryabha°a-1 and ¹a¬karavarman have listed the same sequence

upto par¢rddha, however, 105 has been called niyuta, and 109

called V¨nda.
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B_m _ A½Z BîQ>H$m YoZd: gÝVw-EH$m M Xe M, Xe M eV§ M, eV§ M ghò§
M, ghò§ Mm ẁV§ Mm ẁV§ M {Z ẁV§ M,{Z ẁV§ M  à`wV§ M,A~w©X§ M Ý`~w©X§ M,
g_wÐíM _Ü`§ MmÝVíM namY©íM¡Vm _o A½Z BîQ>H$m YoZd: gÝËd_wÌm
_wpî_±ëbmoHo$Ÿ&(dmOgZò r `Owd}X 17/2)
O Agni, may these bricks be mine cows (givers of desired ob-

jects)-1 and 10, 10 and 100, 100 and 1000, 1000 and 104, 104

and 105, 105 and 106, 107, 108, 109, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013,

1014, 1015, 1016 and 1017. May these be my cows in this and

next world.

AWmOw©Zmo JUH$mo _hm_mÌmo ~mo{YgÎd_od_mh-OmZrfo Ëd§ Hw$_ma H$mo{Q> eVmoÎmam§
Zm_ JUZm{d{Y_²?
Amh-OmZmå`h_²Ÿ&
Amh-H$W§ nwZ: H$mo{Q>eVmoÎmam JUZm J{VaZwàdoîQ>ì`m?
~mo{YgÎd Amh-eV_`wVmZm§ {Z`wV§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ {Z`wVmZm§ H$‘>ma§
Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ H$‘>mamUm§ {dda§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ {ddamUm§ Ajmoä`§
Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV_jmoä`mUm§ {ddmh§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ {ddmhmZm§ CËg“§
Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV_wËg“mZm§ ~hþb§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§  ~hþbmZm§ ZmJ~b§
Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ ZmJ~bmZm§ {V{Q>bå^§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ {V{Q>bå^mZm§
ì`dñWmZàkpßVZm©_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ ì`dñWmZàkßVrZm§ hoVw{hb§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ&
eV§ hoVw{hbmZm§ H$ahÿZm©_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§  H$ahÿUm§ hopËdpÝÐ`§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ&eV§
h opËdpÝÐ`mUm § g_mßVbå^§ Zm_m oÀ`Vo Ÿ& eV§ g_mßVbå^mZm §
JUZmJ{VZm©_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ JUZmJVrZm§ {ZadÚ§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ {ZadÚmZm§
_wÐm~b§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ _wÐm~bmZm§ gd©~b§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ gd©~bmZm§
{dg§kmJ{VZm©_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ {dg§kmJVrZm§ gd©g§km Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ gd©g§kmZm§
{d^yV“_m Zm_moÀ`VoŸ& eV§ {d^yV“_mZm§ VëbjU§ Zm_moÀ`VoŸ&

(b{bV{dñVa 168-69 )
The mathematician, minister Arjuna asked Bodhisattva-O

prince, do you know the counting which goes beyond hundred

ko°i  (in the centesimal scale)?

   Bodhisattva-I know.

   Arjuna-How does the counting proceed beyond hundred ko°i

(in the centesimal scale)?

   Bodhisattva-Hundred ko°is make one ayuta, hundred   ayutas

make one niyuta,  hundred niyutas make one ka¬k¢ra, hun-

dred ka¬k¢ras make one vivara,  hundred vivaras make one

akºobhya, hundred akºobhyas make one viv¢ha,  hundred

viv¢has make one utsa¬ga, hundred utsa¬gas make one bahula,

hundred bahulas make one n¢gabala, hundred n¢gabalas make

one ti°ilambha, hundred ti°ilambhas make one

vyavasth¢napraj®apti, hundred vyavasth¢napraj®aptis make one

hetuhila, hundred hetuhilas make one karah¦, hundred karah¦s

make one hetvindriya, hundred hetvindriyas make one

sam¢ptalambha, hundred sam¢ptalambhas make one

ga´an¢gati, hundred ga´an¢gatis make one niravadya, hundred

niravadyas make one mudr¢bala, hundred mudr¢balas make

one sarvabala, hundred sarvabalas make one visa¬j®¢gati, hun-

dred visa¬j®¢gatis make one sarvasaïj®¢, hundred sarvasaïj®¢s

make one vibh¦ta¬gam¢, hundred vibh¦ta¬gam¢s make one

tallakºa´a (i.e. 1053).

  4. Limit of par¢rddha-The example of  Lalita-vistara given

above shows that at least numbers upto 1053 were named in

India. Jaina mathematics uses much bigger numbers. E.g.

Jaghanya parita asankhya is expressed as
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log[(kk)N]/(log 8), where the integer next to N is given by

7.9656 x 10135 (nearly), and k is greater than

Details may be seen in Tao of Jain Sciences by Prof L.C. Jain,

page xv or Viºva-prahelik¢ by Muni Mahendra kumar-II. Many

other examples can be shown.

    However, the practical number system was upto par¢rddha

(1017) only due to two reasons-

(1) Size of galaxy is 107x107=1014 times that of earth.

Vi¾´upur¢´a (2/7/4) tells that whatever is the size of earth

starting from man, the same is the size of its sky compared to

earth-

`mdËà_mUm n¥{Wdr {dñVma n[a_ÊS>bmV²Ÿ&
Z^ñVmdËà_mU§ d¡ ì`mg_ÊS>bVmo {ÛOŸ&&4Ÿ&&
 The previous verse defines the 3 earths mentioned in vedas-3

earths and their skies are 3 mothers and 3 fathers (e.g.§k 1/

164/10, 2/27/8,10/81/5 etc.). Each earth is the zone lighted

by sun and moon. The planet earth is lighted by sun-moon

both. The zone lighted by sun is the second earth called

Maitreya-ma´²ala, its 3 zones of heat, brightness (loka part),

light are 3 steps of Vi¾´u,  Last limit of sun rays is galaxy-at

that distance sun is seen just like a point star. This is extreme

limit or Parama-pada of Vi¾´u-

a{d MÝÐ_gmo`m©dÝ_`yI¡ad^mñ`VoŸ&
g g_wÐ g[aÀN>¡bm VmdVr n¥{Wdr ñ_¥VmŸ&&3Ÿ&&
 The earth itself as a thousand petalled lotus is of 1000 yojanas

in diameter. Thus galaxy is of 1017 yojanas and has been called

parama-guha (largest cave) of par¢rddha size.

45101010
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F$V§ {n~ÝVm¡ gwH¥$Vñ` bmoHo$ Jwhm§ à{dîQ>m¡ na_o namÕ}Ÿ&
   (H$R>mon{ZfX² 1/3/1)
nÄMnmX§ {nVa§ ÛmXemH¥$qV {Xd Amhþ: nao AY}  nwar${fU_²Ÿ&(F$H²$ 1/164/12)
Thus, numbers upto 1017 are sufficient to measure galaxy. Hence

¡ryabha°a-I  and Mexican astronomy-both have used only 18

digit numbers.

(2) Life of Brahm¢ is 2 par¢rddha. His day is called Kalpa of

1000 yugas-

ghò ẁJ n ©̀ÝV_h ©̀X² ~«÷Umo {dXw:Ÿ&
amqÌ ẁJghòmÝVm§ Vo@hmoamÌ{dXmo OZm:Ÿ&17Ÿ&
Aì`º$mX² ì`º$`: gdm©: à^dÝË`hamJ_oŸ&
amÍ`mJ_o àbr`ÝVo VÌ¡dmì`º$ g§kHo$Ÿ&18Ÿ& (JrVm, AÜ`m` 8)
Day of Brahm¢ is of 1000 yuga. Night also is of 1000 yuga

stated by knowers of day-night. When day comes, all creation

manifests from formless. During night, it merges in the same

formless. With 1000 yuga (each of 12000 divya years of 360

solar years) day and similar night, year of Brahm¢ is of 12x30

days and his life is of 50 years. Thus his half- life completed so

far in his 50 years is =50x12x30x2x1000x12000x360

=1.5x1017 years. Thus par¢rddha is sufficient in this way also.

3. Other Systems-There are references or usage of other

systems also for special purposes.

  (1) Binary system-In modern times, this is being used for

mathematical logic-described by Boolian Algebra in 1840. This

is the number system used in modern computers also. These

work on valves- which either stop or allow the electric current.

Flow is 1 and stopping is 0. This system uses only these two



digits and place value of number increases 2 times for each

place to the left. For example, 10 of decimal system is 1010 in

binary=1x23+0x22+1x2+0 = 8+0+2+0.

      For cosmic measurement in vedas, exponential system with

base 2  has been used. Its reasons may be following-

   (1) Manot¢s (creative causes) for Svayambh¦ ma´²ala are-

veda (knowledge), s¦tra (=thread, link between different points),

and niyati (destiny, future, mental attitude). Due to two types

of sankalpa-there are two chains of creation and dissolution-

called sa®chara and prati-sa®chara in s¢¬khya philosophy; or

Sambh¦ti (creation) and Asambh¦ti or vin¢ºa (destruction) in

£º¢v¢syopani¾d (Chap 40 of Yajurvda). Thus, structures of space

should be measured in scale of two.

  (2) Our perception of sound or light energy is logarithmic as

per Helmholtz principle in modern physics. Thus measurement

of sound energy is in logarithmic scale Bel (tenth part is deci-

bel). Similarly, earthquake intensity is measured in logarithmic

scale. Vice versa, real energy of earthquake, light, or sound is

in exponential scale of our perception. In modern mathemat-

ics, we take base of  e which is equal to

 However, it appears that real structure of universe corresponds

to measurement with base 2.

  Measures in this scale are called-ahar, and their collection

will be aharga´a. Division by 2 is called hor¢ which is short

form of  aho-r¢tra (day-night). Its reverse ahar should thus  mean

double. Measure of space has been called ahar at many places-

∞++++= .........
321

1

21

1

1

1
1 to

xxx
e

qÌeÕm_ {d amO{V dmH²$ nV“m` Yr`VoŸ& à{V dñVmoahÚw{^:Ÿ&
(F$H²$ 10/189/3)
I.e. We measure (understand) influence of  sun  ruling up to 30

dh¢ma, each zone (vastu =object, zone in sky) in sky (dyu) is

measured by ahar (-ga´a=count)
Ahd£ {d`ÀN>ÝX:(`Ow.15/5)-eVnW ~«m÷U (8/5/2/5)
Ahar (referred in Yajurveda 15/5) is chhanda (measure) of
Viyat (vacant, space)
Ahd£ {dîUwH«$_m:Ÿ& eVnW ~«m÷U (6/7/4/12)
Ahar are measures of steps of Vi¾´u.

   See also §k (1/132/2,3),(1/32/2), (2/11/5), (1/103/2),

(5/29/3),(3/32/11),(4/19/2), (6/30/4), (4/28/3) etc. and

other vedas.

 Each ahar is double of previous ahar-

ÛmqÌeV§ d¡ XodaWm•çmÝ``§ bmoH$…Ÿ& V§ g_ÝV§n¥{Wdr {ÛñVmdËn`}{VŸ& Vm§
g_ÝV§ n¥{Wdt {ÛñVmdËg_wÐ… n`}{VŸ& (~¥hXmaÊ`H$ Cn{ZfX² 3/3/2,
AWm©V² eVnW ~«m÷U 14/3/1/2)
This loka of Deva-ratha (=chariot or body of devas or lighted

zones) is of 32 ahar (ah¢ni=plural of ahar). All around it is the

earth (solar system of 33 ahar  in this context) which is double

in size. Again double sphere around this (34th ahar) is sea

(spread of galactic matter).

   Earth is the measuring rod for such measure and there are 3

zones within it-

 _m N>ÝX: VV² n¥{Wdr, A{¾: XodVmŸ& (_¡Ìm`Ur g§{hVm 2/13/14, H$mR>H$
g§{hVm 39/39-40)
AñVäZmX² Úm_gwamo {díddoXm A{__rV d[a_mU§ n¥{Wì`m:(F$H²$ 8/42/
1,dm.`Ow.4/30, V¡.g§.1/2/8/1)
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The Asura (Varu´a) who knows the world,  measured it with

earth as measuring rod.

`ñ` ^y{_: à_m  AÝV[aj_wVmoXa_²Ÿ& (AWd© 10/7/32)
(For Jye¾°haBrahma-of galaxy)-whose measure is earth and

antarikºa is upper space.

_m NÝX: VV² n¥{Wdr, A{¾X}dVm (AmnñVå~ lm¡V gyÌ 16/28/1)
M¢ is chhanda (measure), that is earth, its devat¢ is Agni.

 n¥{Wì`m{__o bmoH$m…(n¥{Wdr, AÝV[aj Úm¡) à{V{ð>Vm…Ÿ&
(O¡{_Zr` Cn{ZfX² ~«m÷U 1/10/2)
Within earth, these lokas are located (earth, intermediate, sky).

Vñ`m EVV² n[a{_V§ ê$n§ `XÝVd}{X (^y{nÊS>…) AW¡f ^y_m@n[a{_Vmo `mo
~{hd}{X…(_hmn¥{Wdr)-EoVao` ~«m.(8/5)
This limited form of that earth is internal vedi (creation

place=earth), the unlimited bigger is outer vedi (grand earth).

    Thus radius d of any aharga´a n is given by

                                                  r=radius of earth.

  In this measure, solar system is 33 aharga´a-3 zones within

earth and 30 beyond it. Thus size of solar system is 230 of earth

size, each zone successively double is a dh¢ma. Pr¢´a or energy

of each zone is a devat¢. For 33 zones, there are 33 devat¢.

¡nanda (rasa or the original source material of universe)

increases at each higher or outer zone (Taittir¤ya upani¾ad,

Bh¨gu vall¤) called lokas.

g¡fm@@ZÝXñ` _r_m§gm ̂ d{VŸ&  ̀ wdm ñ`mËgmYw`wdmÜ`mnH$ Am{eð>mo Ð{Yð>mo
~{bð>ñVñ`o`§ n¥{Wdr gdm© {dÎmñ` nyUm© ñ`mV²Ÿ& g EH$mo _Zwî` AmZÝX:Ÿ& Vo
`o eV§ _mZwfm AmZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$mo _Zwî`JÝYd©mUm_mZÝX:Ÿ&.... Vo `o eV§

whererd n ,2 )3( −×=

_Zwî`JÝYdm©Um_mZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$mo XodJÝYdm©Um_mZÝX:Ÿ&... Vo `o eV§
XodJÝYd©mUm_mZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$: {nV¦Um§ {MabmoH$bmoH$mZm_mZÝX:Ÿ&.. Vo `o
eV§ {nV¦Um § {Mabm oH$bm oH$mZm_mZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$ AmOmZOmZm §
XodmZm_mZÝX:Ÿ&..Vo `o eV_mOmZOmZm§ XodmZm_mZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$:
H$_©XodmZm_mZÝX:Ÿ&... Vo `o eV§ H$_©XodmZm§ XodmZm_mZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$mo
XodmZm_mZÝX:Ÿ&.. Vo `o eV§ XodmZm_mZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$ BÝÐñ`mZÝX:Ÿ& Vo `o
eV{_ÝÐñ`mZÝXm:Ÿ& g EH$mo ~¥hñnVoamZÝX:Ÿ&..Vo `o eV§ ~¥hñnVoamZÝXm:Ÿ&
g EH$: àOmnVoamZÝX:Ÿ&..Vo ̀ o eV§ àOmnVoamZÝX:Ÿ& g EH$mo ~«÷U AmZÝX:Ÿ&
(2/8)
This is estimate of ¢nanda-it increases 100 times each time for

the loka (zones) of manu¾ya (man), manu¾ya-gandharva, deva-

gandharva, pitar-loka,¡j¢naja-deva, karma-deva, Deva, Indra,

B¨haspati,  Praj¢pati, Brahm¢.

(2) Seven system-These are formed due to 7 tongues of agni

(matter or energy in a closed boundary)-

H$mbr H$ambmr M _ZmoOdm M gwbmo{hVm `m M gwYy_«dUm©Ÿ&
ñ\w${b{“Zr {dídéMr M Xodr, bobm`_mZm B{V gá{Oˆm:(1/2/4)
Agni has 7 tongues for intake-k¢l¤, kar¢l¤, manojav¢, sulohit¢,

sudh¦mravar´¢, sphulingin¤, viºvaruch¤. (Mu´²aka upa.)

gáàmUm: à^dpÝV Vñ_mV² gám{M©f: g{_Y: gá hmo_m:Ÿ&
gá B_o bmoH$m `ofw MapÝV àmUm Jwhme`m {Z{hVm: gá gáŸ(2/1/8)&
From these 7 tongues are created-7 pr¢´a, 7 archi (flame), 7

samidh¢ (firewood, implement), 7 homa (consumption), 7 loka,

7-7 cave spaces.
gá `wÄOpÝV aW_oH$MH«$_oH$mo Aídmo dh{V gáZm_m&
{ÌZm{^MH«$_Oa_Zdª `Ìo_m {dídm ^wdZm{Z VñWw:ŸŸ&(F$H²$1/164/2)
   7 join (yuj) the single ratha (vehicle=body of man or of cos-
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mic structures), 1 aºva  (horse, ºva =next day, present state
will not remain tomorrow , so time is called aºva) flow with 7
names. Eternal cycle of motion has 3 navels (center or focus)
in which worlds and cosmic structures are  located. Here yuj
of  7 types forms yuga or yojana-so both are of  7 types.
B_§ aW_{Y `o gßV VñWw: gßVMH«§$ gßV dhÝË`ídm:Ÿ&
gßVñdgmamo A{^ g§ ZdÝVo `Ì Jdm§ {Z{hVm gßV gßVŸ&F$H²$1/164/3
  These 7-fold divisions have led to 7 divisions of length unit
a¬gula in Lalita-vistara, a Bauddha text-
7 param¢´u-rajas          =1 re´u
7 re´us                         =1 tru°i
7 tru°is                          =1 v¢t¢yana-raja
7 v¢t¢yana-rajas            =1 ºaºa-raja
7 ºaºa-rajas                   =1 aidaka-raja
7 aidakas-raja                =1 go-raja
7 go-rajas                      =1 likº¢-raja
7 likº¢-rajas                   =1 sar¾apa
7 sar¾apas                     =1 yava (barley corn)
7 yavas                          =1 a¬gul¤-parva
12 a¬gul¤-parvas            =1 vitasti (span)
2 vitastis                         =1 hasta (fore arm or cubit)
  1 cubit may be taken as 18 inches or 45 cms. Then-
1a¬gula =45/12 cm=3.75 cm.
1 param¢´u-rajas=3.75x 7-10=1.3x10-8 cm.
 In modern physics, size of atom is in same units of 10-8 cms,
called angstrom.
(3) System of 8-This is the systems for small units in astronomy.
For example, ¹r¤pati  has given this scale-
8 trasare´us       =1 re´u
8 re´us                =1 b¢l¢gra
8 b¢l¢gras            =1 likº¢ (poppy seed)

8 likº¢s                =1 y¦ka (louse)
8 y¦kas                =1 yava (barley corn)
8 yavas                =1 a¬gula, same as above.
Thus, 1 trasare´u =1 a¬gula x 8-6  = 1.43x10-5 cm.
   Tiiloya-pannati (Trailokya Praj®apti)-a Jaina text gives these
measures-
Infinitely many param¢´us     =1 avasann¢sanna skandha
8 avasann¢sanna skandhas     =1 sann¢sanna skandha
8 sann¢sanna skandhas           =1 tru°re´u
8 tru°re´us                             =1 trasare´u
8  trasare´us                          =1 rathare´u
8 rathare´us                          =1 uttama bhogabh¦mi b¢l¢gra
8 ut. bhogabh¦mi  b¢l¢gra  =1 madhyama bhogabh¦mi b¢l¢gra
8 ma.bho. b¢l¢gra               =1 jaghanya bhogabh¦mi b¢l¢gra
8  ja. bhogabh¦mi b¢l¢gra      =1 karma bh¦mi b¢l¢gra
8 karma bh¦mi b¢l¢gra          =1 likº¢ (poppy seed)
8 likº¢s                                  =1 y¦ka (louse)
8 y¦kas                                  =1 yava (barley corn)
8 yavas                                  =1 a¬gula (finger width)
6  a¬gulas                              =1 p¢da (length of human foot)
2 p¢das                                 =1 vitasti (span)
2 vitastis                               =1 hasta (fore arm or cubit)
Here, 1 trasare´u =1 a¬gula x 8-9  = 2.7x10-8 cm.
1 avasann¢sanna skandha=1 a¬gula x 8-12 = 5.2x10-11 cm.
(4) System  of 12- It is used for selling fruits, counting of pa-
pers etc. In India this has been used for 12 r¢ºis,12 months, 12
guru-years etc. Dozen (darjan)=12
(5) System  of 15- This has been used by the scholar B¢rkali
as described in ¹atapatha Br¢hma´a (12/3/2/5)

Xe M d¡ ghòmÊ`ï>m¡ M eVm{ZŸ gådËgañ` _whÿVm©:Ÿ& ̀ mdÝVmo _whÿVm©ñVmdpÝV
nÄMXeH¥$Ëd: {jàm{UŸ& `md[ÝV {jàm{U VmdpÝV nÄMXeH¥$Ëd EVhu{UŸ&
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`mdÝË`oVhu{U VmdpÝV nÄMXeH¥$Ëd BXmZr{ZŸ&  `mdÝVrXmZr{Z VmdÝV:
nÄMXeH¥$Ëd: àmUm:Ÿ& `mdÝV: àmUmñVmdÝVmo@º$Zm:Ÿ& `mdÝVmo@º$Zm
ñVmdÝVmo {Z_ofm:Ÿ& `mdÝVmo [Z_ofmñVmdÝVmo bmo_JVm©:Ÿ& `mdÝVmo bmo_JVm©
ñVmd[ÝV ñdoXm`Zm{ZŸ& ̀ mdpÝV ñdoXm`Zm{Z VmdÝV EVo ñVmoH$m df©pÝVŸ&5Ÿ&
There are 10,800 muh¦rta in a year. Muh¦rta divided by 15

gives kºipra, etarhi,  id¢n¤,  pr¢´a, aktana (or  ana), nime¾a,

lomagarta, sved¢yana. Rain drops fall equal to sved¢yana.

EVÕ ñ_ d¡ V{ÛÛmZmh dmH©${b:Ÿ& gmd©^m¡_§ _oK§ df©ÝVdoXmh_²Ÿ& Añ` df©ñ`
ñVmoH${_{VŸ&6Ÿ& (eVnW 12/3/2)
Thus stated scholar V¢rkali. I  know universal megha (cloud),

its drops/parts of year.

Eä`mo bmo_JÎm}ä` D$Üdm©{Z Á`moVtî`mZ²Ÿ& VÚm{Z Vm{Z Á`moVt{f, EVm{Z
Vm{Z ZjÌm{UŸ& ̀ mdÝË`oVm{Z ZjÌm{U VmdÝVmo bmo_JÎmm©:Ÿ&(eVnW 10/
4/4/2)
Number of lomagarta (in a year) is equal to number of nakºatra

(stars in galaxy).

1 muh¦rta =48 minutes, 1 Kºipra =3.2 minutes, 1 etarhi = 12.8

seconds, 1 Id¢n¤ =0.85 sec.

1Pr¢´a = 0.056 sec., 1 Aktana = 0.004 sec., 1 Nime¾a = 0.0002

sec., 1 Lomagarta =59326.2 parts of a second. 1 Sved¢yana =

8,89,892.6  parts of second.

Lomagarta in a year =10,800 x15 7=1.845 x 10 12 (cells in

human body). Puru¾a is 10 times world, so there are 10 11 stars

in galaxy or 1011 galaxies in visible universe.

In Sved¢yana time, light moves 3 x10 8 meter/8,89,892.6=337

mteters-From this distance rain drops fall (or retain their shape)

(6) System of 60-This is also called sexagesimal system, usu-

ally attributed to Sumerians. However, this is used in ancient

texts of Indian astronomy for sub-divisions of angle and time,

which run parallel. As there are about 360 days (round number)

in a year (354 days of lunar and 365.25 days in solar year), it is

divided into 12 months of 30 days each. 1 day is successively

divided by 60 at each step. Parallel to that, a circle has 3600

degrees and each degree is repeatedly divided by 60.

àVËnam fpîQ>JwUm {h VËnam {d{bpßVH$m g¡d_gmo VWm H$bmŸ&
g¡d§ bdñVpËÌ¨eXmh{V ©̂doX² am{e: g _mVm©ÊS> JwUmo ^_ÊS>b_²Ÿ&&
(e‘>a d_©Z², gÐËZ_mbm 2/4)
60 pratatpar¢s         =1 tatpar¢

60 tatpar¢s             =1 viliptik¢ (vilipt¢ or vikal¢)

60 viliptik¢s            =1 liptik¢ (lipt¢ or kal¢)

60 liptik¢s               =1 lava (or bh¢ga)

30 lavas                  =1 r¢ºi

12 r¢ºis                  =1 celestial circle

Jwd©ja§ {dK{Q>H$m K{Q>H$m {XZ§ M, nydm©{U fpîQ>Jw{UVm{Z {ZOmoÎmam{UŸ&
qÌeX²JwU§ {Xdg_Ì M _mgg§k: _mgmo {XdmH$a JwU: Ibw gmdZmãX:Ÿ&&
(e‘>a d_©Z², gÐËZ_mbm 2/1)
60 gurvakºaras           =1 vigha°ik¢

60 vigha°ik¢s              =1 gha°ik¢

60 gha°ik¢s                 =1 day

30 days                       =1 months

12 months                   =1 year

   It may be noted that it is used only for these measures. For

writing general numbers in this system, 60 symbols including
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zero will be needed, which will be very cumbersom.

   This is also linked to 60 year cycle for guru years in which

jupiter makes 5 and saturn 2 revolutions. In vedas it has been

called A¬gir¢ year.

Am{XË`míM h  dm  Am{“agíM ñdJ}  bmoHo$  ñnY©ÝV-d`§ nydm}  Eî`m_mo
d`{_{VŸ& Vo hm@@{XË`m: nyd} ñdJª bmoH§$ O½_w:, níModm{“ag:, fîQ>çm§ dm
df}fw (EoVao` ~«m.18/3/17)Ÿ&
¡ditya and ¢¬giras were competing to reach svarga earlier-we

will reach earlier. Those ¢dityas reached earlier, ¢¬giras were

later, in 60 years.(B¨haspati is son of  ¡ngirasa)

 Am{XË`míMm{“agíM gwdJ} bmoHo$@ñnY©ÝV ... V Am{XË`m EV§ nÄM hmoVma
_ní`Z² (V¡{Îmar` ~«m.2/2/3/5)
¡ditya and ¢¬giras were competing to reach svarga earlier.

Those ¢dityas  saw 5  Hot¢ (They covered 5 hot¢ or years

each-years consumes world, so it is hot¢). ¡dityas are 12.

So, ¡ditya x 5 hot¢ =12x5=60 years.

   4. Origin of word numbers-Words indicating 1, 2....., 9,

10, 20, .......90, 100, 1000. etc. are since very old times and

their derivation is based on their concepts. Origin of the sankrit

words for numbers is given below as per old grammer and

Nirukta - a limb of vedas indicating technical definition and

other origins of words.

 Eka (1)-This is from the root verb-I´ -meaning -to move, or

to arrive. A+i+k=It¢=having gone or reached. The number 1

only forms all the following numbers by going ahead. It¢ has

become it in english.(Nirukta 3/10)

 Dvi (2)-It is derived from vi (kalpa)=alternative. Vi has be-

come bi- suffix of greek, used in english etc. Its double number

form (between singular and plural) is dvau- derived from druta-

tara, meaning faster. This goes ahead of 1, i.e. the next number.

 Tri (3)-Dvi is comparative, tri is superlative. It is t¤r´atam¢ =

having crossed both 1 and 2. This t¤r´atam¢  has been short-

ened to tri. The Greek prefix is same-tri, this has become simi-

lar word three. Plural form is trayah.

   Chatur (4)-Chatv¢rah is formed by cha = and, or more; tvar¢

= faster. This goes farther than 3 also. Tray¤  is normal division

of knowledge, this means vedas. Their original unique source

is 4th, so tray¤ means 4 vedas. Chatur  goes farther than nor-

mal 3-fold class, so it means clever, efficient or expert. He-

brew/Greek quadri = qua+dri (tri ); here also it is beyond three.

This has become quart (1/4 part), quarter-also means house

having 4 side walls.

   Pa®cha (5)-This is from word P¨kta = joined, combined. 5

fingers are joined in single palm, 5 mah¢bh¦ta (source ele-

ments) combine to form  the world. Word with similar mean-

ing is pa¬kti -from verb pach = to make forms or classes. This

is by intermixing, so it means to cook or to digest also. This has

become prefix- penta in Greek. In contact consonants of

sanskrit, 5th class of letters is of pa, so pa and 5 are indicated

by same symbol in Bangla script. In Hindi  also, they are simi-

lar, if we remove the head line of pa.

   ½a° (6)-This is from word-sahati = suppresses (Nirukta 4/

27). This also means lives together, or tolerates. Year is called

samvatsara because 6 seasons live together in it (samvasanti =

live together). This has become six, hexa- prefix, as s becomes
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h in arabic/persian.

    Sapta (7)-Nirukta (3/26) gives two origins-½ap = to join, to

combine in war etc. Sapta =joined or combined. S¨pi = to move,

to slide. Sarpa´a = movement, sliding. Due to sliding motion,

snake is called sarpa. In verb sarpati (=moves), r  becomes

silent- then sapti = horse. There are 7 horse like carriers or

winds, or 7 rays of sun- so sapta means 7. This is same as the

prefix sept, which has become seven.

   A¾°a (8)-This is from verb Aº¦ = to pervade (Nirukta 3/10).

Similar meaning is of the word Vasu =vas+u =which lives or

pervades. 8 vasus are physical forms of ¹iva, so he is called

A¾°a-m¦rtti (8-formed). As motion or wind, his forms are 11

Rudras. In astronomy texts, vasu=8. In Russian language, it

still means 8. This has become oct- prefix  and eight in english.

   Nava (9)-Verb ´u =to salute, or to praise. This has become

n¦tana = new. Nava also means both-9, new. After  9, the

number system bows to 0 and new place is used for next number.

Or, the 9th dimension randhra (hole, deficiency) is the cause

of new creation (para 2/1). Thus nava = 9 and new. Nirukta

(3/10) calls it short form of Na+va (nan¤y¢) =not desirable, or

na+ava (pt¢) = not achieved. The ninth dimension or element

randhra means something is deficient, and this is not desirable.

This is origin of prefix nano-  and word nine.

   Daºa (10)-Nirukta (3/10) gives two derivations. Verb Dasu

(das) =upakºaya = to decay. Number symbols ends after the

10th number, then new place is used. In persian, dasta in sense

of decay (by out-flow) has two meanings-vomiting, or vomited

material (this comes out of mouth, causing decay), and hand

(arising out of upper body, giving outcome of work).  Another

verb D¨ºir (d¨º) = to see, to look. World is seen in 10 ways, so

daºa means ten. Daº¢ (state, condition) and diº¢ (directions)

are also ten.

   Viïºati (20)-Nirukta (3/10) tells-viïºati = dvi+daºa+ktin =

by two tens. Alternate form viïºat also has been used by Bh¢sa

in his drama Abhi¾eka, N¢rada-sm¨ti (divya-prakara´a), and

in pur¢´as. In english, two tens = twenty.

    Triïºat or triïºati (30)-Similarly, triïºat=tri+daºa+ktin =

by 3 tens. Triïºati  form  has been used in Pa®chatantra (5/

41, 5/53) Vim¢na-º¢stra of Bharadv¢ja (page 74), Var¢ha

G¨hya-s¦tra (6/29) etc. English form is thirty.

    Chatv¢riïºat or chatv¢riïºati (40) = 4 tens. Second form

has become forty in english.

   Pa®ch¢ºat (50) = pa®cha+daºa =5 tens. Five tens is short-

ened to fifty in english.

   ½a¾°i (60) = ¾a°+daºa+ti =by 6 tens. This has become sixty in

english.

    Saptati (70) =sapta+(daºa)+ti = by 7 tens. In English also,

seventy = by seven tens.

    Aº¤ti (80)-This is more clearly linked to verb aº¦¬ (to per-

vade, to combine). This also gives meaning of verb Aºa or

Aºana=to consume. Aº¤ti  chhanda in vedas is measure of anna

(grains). As per  estimate of modern physics also, total number

of particles in world are 1086.  Aº¤ti = A¾°a +(daºa)+ti = by 8

tens. In english, aº¤ti = eighty.

   Navati (90) =Nava+(daºa)+ti = by 9 tens =ninty.

   ¹ata (100)- Nirukta (3/10) gives it as short form of daºa+daºa.
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The two middle syllables ºada becomes ºata. ¹atapatha

Br¢hma´a (9/1/1/2-7) tells that enrgy of sun becomes º¢nta

(calm) after 100 diameters of sun, so 100 is called ºata (º¢nta).

All activities of man also become still (º¢nta) after hundred

years.  ¹¢nta = Hand = hunder or hundred of english.

   Sahasra (1000)-This literally means saha+sra = to move to-

gether. About 1000 persons live together (one to ten thou-

sands in a village), or move together in a batalion of army.

Effect (s¢ma or mahim¢) of  sun is upto 1000 diameters, called

loka (lighted zone). Man is known to  about 1000  associates.

In all these meanings, sahasra means 1000. In persian, it has

become hasra = effect or result. This has further  transformed

to haj¢ra in hindi  and other Indian languages. Sun is bright

upto 1000 diameters (sahasr¢kºa) till saturn orbit, but to some

extent, its effect is felt at very large distance, e.g. it is seen as a

point till last limit of galaxy. So sahasra also means many or

infinity. In greek also, word for thousand miriad has been used

to indicate infinity. In any round estimate, the real number is

among 1000 numbers around the estimate. Thus we do ap-

proximation upto 3 places of decimal. In this sense, sahasra

means approximate. Like Pururav¢ had ruled for 56 years and

some months, this period has been indicated about 60 years

(¾a¾°i sahasra var¾a). In another method of counting a¬ka or

years of rulership, still used in Orissa, numbers ending with 0

and 6 are omitted, then a¬ka for Pururav¢ period will be upto

64 years, which has also been indicated in some pur¢´as.

      Lakºa (105)- This is from root verb lakºa=to see, to mark,

to explain or to show. In this sense, all visible matters are called

Lakºm¤. Invisible property is Vimal¢ (without mala).  We can

see small objects upto about 105 parts of our own size. This is

called limit of resolution of human eye. So 105 is called lakºa.

Starting from man, 7 smaller worlds are successively smaller

by ratio of 105 -

~mbmJ« eVgmhò§ Vñ` ^mJñ` ^m{JZ:Ÿ&
Vñ` ^mJñ` ^mJmÕª VËj`o Vw {ZaÄOZ_²Ÿ& (Ü`mZ{dÝXw Cn{ZfX², 5)
  I.e. divide hair-end by 100 thousands, and divide in same

ratio 5 times again, still smaller is Nira®jana.

  Thus, man is a world, its 1 lakh part is cell, which is world for

biology. Again 1 lakh part is atom, which is world for chemis-

try. Further 1 lakh part is nuleus equal to inner-most layer of

Ku´²alin¤. Modern physics describes sizes only upto this, but

veda goes still 4 levels lower- which are called jagat-ka´a, deva-

asura, pitara, ¨¾i. Final stage ̈ ¾i is 10-35 meters-equal to Planck

length in modern physics which is basis of string theories.

  Ko°i (107)-Ko°i  means limit, end of bow, part of remaining

angle till end of 1/4th circle, rise and 107. E.g. limit of land-

mass of India is alled Dhanu¾ko°i. For man, limit (ko°i) of world

is earth and its size is 107 times human size. Hence, ko°i =107 .

In same way limit of world for earth is solar system which is

107  times larger. The solar system itself is earth whose sky is

galaxy-again larger by 107  times. The largest earth is galaxy

whose sky is universe larger by 107  times. (see para 2/4).

   Arbuda (108) and abja (109) -Nirukta (3/10) defines it with a

similar word-arbuda = ambuda (giver of water, cloud) as ara´a

and ambu-both mean water. In example of ¹atapatha br¢hma´a

in para 3/5, sved¢yana has been called equal to cloud. Number
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of sved¢yanas in a muh¦rtta will be 2.56 x 109 which can be

called 25 arbuda or 2.5 abja. The alternative name v¨nda  also

means group of drops (vindus).Their number in a year will be

much more-2.77 x 1013 - this does not appear to be the logic.

Now araba (arbuda) word is being used  for 109  in hindi.

  Kharva (1010), Nikharva (1011)-In the same example it has been

shown that number of stars in galaxy is 1011. Kharva means to

make powder in which particles are separated. Thus, it means

number of particles as stars in galaxy. For universe, each gal-

axy is a particle and their number is also 1011.
Mah¢padma (1012)- Earth is padma, largest earth (galaxy) is
mah¢padma created in its field of 10 times size, having 1012

stars (or equal  mass)-equal to number of  lomagarttas in 1
year (para 3/5).
¹a¬ku (1013)-¹a¬ku (cone) or ºa¬kha (conch) indicate rota-
tion. The rotating field around galaxy has created it. In chhanda
measure, it is 253 of earth size, or of 56 aharga´a. Thus chhanda
of 56 (14x4) letters is called by similar name ºakvar¤  (=night,
ass this is dark zone). As it creates, it is called k¦rma (doing
work, animal of its shape is also k¦rma = tortoise) in vedas and
goloka (zone of go =light-rays) in pur¢´as.

_mZoZ Vñ` Hy$_©ñ` H$W`m{_ à`ËZV: (7)Ÿ&
e‘>mo: eVghòm{U `moOZm{Z dnw: pñWV_²Ÿ&
(Zan{VO`M`m©, ñdamoX` _| Hy$_©MH«$)
Estimate of  K¦rma is stated-it is hundred  thousand ºa¬ku (13

zeros on 1).

e‘x> ^dË`•mo Y¥Ë ¡̀ `Ûm AY¥V§ eL‘x>Zm VÔmYma (11)
VX²  (e‘x> gm_) CgrXpÝV B`{_Ë`mhþ(12)-VmÊS>ç (11/10)
¹a¬ku hold the ahna ( collection of suns, or measured in scale

of ahar), as it is held by ºa¬ku -s¢ma, it is called ºa¬ku.

`{X_mZ² bmoH$mZ² àOmn{V: g¥ï> doX§ gd©_eŠZmoX² VX² e¹$arUm§ e¹$arËd_²Ÿ&
(EoVao` ~«m.5/7)
¹a¬ku-s¢ma has capability (ºakva) to create the world, so it is

called  ¹akvar¤  also.

g ̀ ËHy$_m} Zm_m EVÛ¡ ê$n§ H¥$Ëdm àOmn{V: àOm Ag¥OV, ̀ Xg¥OV AH$amoV²-
VX²  `X² AH$amoV² Vñ_mV² Hy$_©:(eV. 7/5/1/5)
It took the form of K¦rma (tortoise), and it did the work (kurma

=we do), so it is called k¦rma.

Jaladhi  (1014) - Field of galaxy or the spread of matter in it has

been called v¢h or v¢ri -meaning water as it contains all

(av¢pnoti =contains =Ap or ¡p in short). As it is zone of v¢ri,

its lord is Varu´a.

`Xd¥UmoÎmñ_mÛm: (Ob_²)- eVnW ~«m÷U (6/1/1/9)
Am{^dm© Ah{_X§ gd©_mßñ`m{_ ̀ {XX§ {H$ÄMo{V Vñ_mXmnmo@^dZ², VXnm_ßËd_²
AmßZmo{V  d¡ g gdm©Z² H$m_mZ²& (JmonW ~«m÷U nyd© 1/2)
`ÀM d¥Ëdm @{VîR>Z² VX² daUmo A^dV² V§ dm EV§ daU§ gÝV§ déU B{V AmMjVo
namojoUŸ&(JmonW ~«m÷U nyd© 1/7)
  Size of this ocean of primordial water is 1014 times that of

earth, which is measuring rod for universe (para 2/4). So 1014

has been called Jaladhi (spread of jala =water). This is square

of ko°i (107), so it has been called ko²¢ko²¤ (ko°i x ko°i) or

s¢garopama (like ocean) in Jain astronomy.

Antya (1015), madhya (1016), par¢rddha (1017)-Antya (ending)

is limit beyond jaladhi. Madhya (middle) comes between it and

par¢rddha.



5. Compound words-Main words are for numbers from 1 to

10 and then in multiples of ten as shown above. All other

numbers are their compounds. For example, we write 14 as 4

and ten. This is used for all numbers up to 99. The numbers

ending with 9 at unit place, such as 19  are not written as nine

and ten and so on. They are written as one less than twenty.

¥na word of sanskrit means one less, this is origin of Latin uno

and english one.This is used for Roman numerals also. The

chart below shows numbers in sanskrit, hindi (or similar in

other Indian languages), and english forms-

Sanskrit word      Hindi form            English word

ek¢daºa               eg¢raha (gy¢raha)    eleven (elevated from ten)

dv¢daºa            b¢raha                     twelve (two elevations)

trayodaºa          teraha                      thirteen (three and ten)

chaturdaºa        chaudaha                 fourteen (four and ten)

pa®chadaºa       pandraha                fifteen (five and ten)

¾o²aºa              solaha                     sixteen (six and ten)

saptadaºa          satraha                      seventeen (seven and ten)

a¾°¢daºa            ath¢raha                 eighteen (eight and ten)

¦naviïºa          unn¤sa                     nineteen (nine and ten)

viïºati             b¤sa                         twenty (two tens)

ekaviïºati         ekk¤sa                    twenty one

dv¢viïºati        ba¤sa                       twenty two

trayoviïºati      te¤sa                       twenty three

chaturviïºati    chaub¤sa                 twenty four

pa®chaviïºati   pacch¤sa                 twenty five

¾a²viïºati         chhabb¤sa                twenty six

saptaviïºti        satt¢isa                   twenty seven

a¾°¢viïºati               a°°h¢¤sa                   twenty eight

¦natriïºati                unt¤sa                     twenty nine

triïºati (triïºat)       t¤sa                         thirty

ekatriïºati                ekat¤sa                    thirty one

dv¢triïºati                batt¤sa                    thirty two

trayastriïºat             taint¤sa                    thirty three

chatustriïºat            chaunt¤sa                 thirty four

pa®chatriïºat           paint¤sa                   thirty five

¾a°triïºat                 chhatt¤sa                  thirty six

saptatriïºat              saint¤sa                    thirty seven

a¾°¢triïºat                a²at¤sa                    thirty eight

navatriïºat               unch¢l¤sa                 thirty nine

(¦nachatv¢riïºat, ekona-chatv¢riïºat)

chatv¢riïºat                   ch¢l¤sa                 forty

ekachatv¢riïºat             ikat¢l¤sa               forty one

dvi (dv¢)chatv¢riïºat     bay¢l¤sa               forty two

tri (trayaº)chatv¢riïºat  taint¢l¤sa              forty three

chatuºchatv¢riïºat         chau¢l¤sa             forty four

pa®chachatv¢riïºat         paint¢l¤sa           forty five

¾a°chatv¢riïºat               chhiy¢l¤sa           forty six

saptachatv¢riïºat            saint¢l¤sa            forty seven

a¾°a (a¾°¢)chatv¢riïºat    a²at¢l¤sa             forty eight

navachatv¢riïºat             unach¢sa            forty nine

(¦napa®ch¢ºat, ekonapa®ch¢ºat)

pa®ch¢ºat                          pach¢sa           fifty

ekapa®ch¢ºat                    ek¢vana           fifty one

dv¢ (dvi)pa®ch¢ºat            b¢vana             fifty two

trayah (tri)pa®ch¢ºat         tirapana           fifty three
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chatuhpa®ch¢ºat               chauvana          fifty four

pa®chapa®ch¢ºat      pachapana         fifty five

¾a°pa®ch¢ºat             chhappana        fifty six

saptapa®ch¢ºat         satt¢vana           fifty seven

a¾°¢ (a¾°a)pa®ch¢ºat  a°°h¢vana          fifty eight

navapa®ch¢ºat           unasa°ha           fifty nine

(ekona¾a¾°ih, ¦na¾a¾°ih)

¾a¾°ih                        s¢°ha                   sixty

eka¾a¾°ih                   ekasa°ha             sixty one

dv¢ (dvi) ¾a¾°ih          b¢sa°ha               sixty two

trayah (tri) ¾a¾°ih       tirasa°ha              sixty three

chatuh¾a¾°ih               chaunsa°ha         sixty four

pa®cha¾a¾°ih              painsa°ha            sixty five

¾a°¾a¾°ih                     chh¢chha°ha       sixty six

sapta¾a¾°ih                 sa²asa°ha            sixty seven

a¾°a (a¾°¢) ¾a¾°ih         arasa°ha              sixty eight

nava¾a¾°ih                   unahattara          sixty nine

(ekonasaptati, ¦nasaptati)

saptati                         sattara                seventy

ekasaptati                    ikahattara           seventy one

dv¢ (dvi) saptati           bahattara            seventy two

trayah (tri) saptati        tihattara              seventy three

chatuhsaptati               chauhattara          seventy four

pa®chasaptati               pachahattara        seventy five

¾a°saptati                     chhihattara          seventy six

saptasaptati                 satahattara           seventy seven

a¾°a (a¾°¢) saptati         a°hattara              seventy eight

navasaptati                   unahattara           seventy nine

(ekon¢º¤ti, ¦n¢º¤ti)

aº¤ti                         ass¤                    eighty

ek¢º¤ti                     ek¢s¤                  eighty one

dvyaaº¤ti                  bay¢s¤                eighty two

tryaº¤ti                     tir¢s¤                  eighty three

chatuaraº¤ti              chaur¢s¤             eighty four

pa®ch¢º¤ti                 pach¢s¤              eighty five

¾a²aº¤ti                     chhiy¢s¤             eighty six

sapt¢º¤ti                    satt¢s¤               eighty seven

a¾°¢º¤ti                      a°°h¢s¤               eighty eight

nav¢º¤ti                     nav¢s¤               eighty nine

(ekonanavati, ¦nanavati)

navati                         nabbe                ninty

ekanavati                   ek¢nabe             ninty one

dvi (dv¢) navati          b¢nabe              ninty two

trayo (tri) navati         tir¢nabe             ninty three

chaturnavati               chaur¢nabe        ninty four

pa®chanavati               pa®ch¢nabe      ninty five

¾a´´avati                    chh¢nabe           ninty six

saptanavati                 satt¢nabe           ninty seven

a¾°¢ (a¾°a) navati        a°°h¢nabe           ninty eight

navanavati                  nin¢nabe           ninty nine

(ekonaºatam, ¦naºatam)

ºatam                          sau                    hundred

Note-For 20 there is a special word ko²¤  also. In Hindi, this is

used generally for counting of cloths by washermen, for fruits

etc. In Oriya and some other languages, this is the general word

for 20. This is derived from the sanskrit word ko°i which means
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limit. limit of world is 107 times our size, so it means 107. For

human body as  a world, its llimits are 20 fingers, so ko²i  means

20.

6. Words for large numbers-As given in example of Lalita-

vistara, large numbers are named in multiples of 100. Though,

there are names for every multiple of ten, in practice only names

in steps of hundreds were used. This is clear from number

system of ¡ryabha°a-1, where 2 places in decimal system has

been taken together. After hunded, hindi  numbers are named

haz¢ra (1000, thousand),  l¢kha (105), karo²a (ko°i=107),  araba

(arbuda, nyarbuda, 109), kharaba (kharva, nikharva, 1011), n¤la

(ºa¬ku, size of dark blue sky called n¤la, 1013), padma (1015,

size of creative field of galaxy), ºa¬kha (par¢rddha, 1017). First

3 places from right indicate hundreds and two-digit number.

For example-

982 is nine hundred eighty-two.

In Hindi, similar name is used-nau sau bay¢s¤.

  For larger numbers, places to the left are kept in groups of

two and are described from the largest number, e.g.-

  23, 54, 72, 85, 703 is

Te¤sa araba, chauvana karo²a, bahattara l¢kha, pach¢s¤  haz¢ra,

s¢ta sau t¤na.

  In european system, the same number will be kept in groups

of 3 digits- 23, 547, 285, 703 and will be written as-

  23 billion, five hundred forty seven millions, two hundred

eighty five thousands, seven hundred three.

 In USA and France, the large numbers are-

million=106, bilion=109, trillion=1012, quadrillion=1015,

quintillion=1018.

  In Britain and other European countries,  the numbers

increased in ratios of 106. Here, million =106, billion =1012,

trillion =1018. However, the first system is now follwed

everywhere.

   For numbers in scientific measurements the following prefixes

hae been agreed for SI (International system, French

abbreviation) units-

Factor       Prefix     Symbol    Factor       Prefix     Symbol

1024            yotta-        Y          10 a24              yocto-        y

1021            zetta-         Z          10 a21         zepto-         z

1018             exa-           E          10a18                 atto-           a

1015                   peta-          P          10a15          femto-        f

1012                     tera-          T           10a12                pico-          p

109              giga-         G           10a9           nano-        n

106              mega-       M           10a6          micro-       m

103               kilo-         k            10a3          milli-        m

102               hecto-       h            10a2          centi-       c

101               deka-       da          10a1           deci-         d

   7. Symbols for digits-There are various assumptions about

shapes of number symbols. In all languages, symbol for one is

one vertical line. The next numbers-2, 3, 4, etc. are combination

of this line. Another view is that digits from 1 to 9 are 9 treasures

of Kubera, lord of wealth-Kunda, mukunda, n¤la, kachchhapa

(tortoise), makara (crocodile), kharva (small lotus), padma

( larger lotus),  mah¢padma (big lotus), ºa¬kha (conch). The

picure of shapes are given on next page as per introduction in

the commentary on Grahal¢ghava by Pa´²ita Ked¢radatta Joº¤.
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He has also indicated shape of hindi digits as combination of

single lines. Even English number forms also can be interprated

like this. For signs on electronic clocks, all nimbers are made

from 8 which is 2 squares joined one below the other. All other

numbers are made by removing some lines from it.

    μa is 9th letter in line of Ya, l¨ is 9th vowel, so both these

letters and number 9 have similar shape in Oriya and Bangla.

Number 5 is of same shape as letter pa at start of 5th group in

Hindi, Bangla, Oriya etc. 6 and 7 are called ¾a° and sapta as ¾a

and sa are 6th and 7th letters in ya-group. Letter and word

symbols of numerals will be described in next chapter.

Tantr¢loka has indicated shape of two letters-E  (pronounced

as english A) is triangular and H  has two loops. Thus capital A

and hindi  E are triangular. H in english, arabic (do-chashmi he

=he of double eyes) and in Hindi-all are with double loop. Since

it is 8th letter in line of ya, 8 in many languages has double

loop. Hindi A is like 3 with some appendage.

{ÌH$moU_oH$mXe_§ d{•Joh§ M `mo{ZH$_²Ÿ&
ûm¥“mQ>§ M¡d _oH$ma§ Zm_{^: n[aH$s{V©V_²ŸŸ&&
(VÝÌmbmoH$ 3/94, O`aW ì`m»`mŸ)
Ì`{ñÌ§emo ì`ÄOZ§ {ÛHw$ãO: ñne© Ed MŸ&({ZKÊQw>-`mñH$ H$m Zht, H$moB©
AÝ` nyd©dÎmu {ZKÊQw>)-VÝÌmbmoH$ 3/142 Ho$ ~mX H$s Q>rH$mŸ&
 The 11th letter (E) is triangular and is place of fire. It may also

be head with horns and is called ek¢ra. The 33rd consonant

(Ha) is of two loops.
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                           Chapter 3

             Numbers by letters and words

1. Introduction-All over the world, numbers were represented

by letters and words. Scheme of letters is called alphabet as

alpha and beta are the first two letters of Hebrew and Greek

schemes. For same reasons, expressing numbers by letters is

called alpha-numeric system. It also means combination of let-

ters and number symbols. These were in use all over the world

and may be the reason of particular sequence of letters in the

alphabets. Ka°apay¢di  system of sanskrit was used in ancient

Egypt also, and the names of planets in ancient Egypt indicate

their distance in Dh¢ma-yojanas (1/20 of earth circumfer-

ence=55.5 kilo meter). Akºara-dh¢ma is exponential scale has

already been described in 3(1) of chapter 2. Earth measure is

in linear scale. U¾¢ (twilight) travels upto 30 dh¢mas in west

direction (of god Varu´a) from place of sun rise.

gÑeraÚ gÑer[aXw ídmo XrKª gMÝVo déUñ` Ym_Ÿ&
AZdÚmpñÌ¨eV§ `moOZmÝ`oH¡$H$m H«$Vw§ n[a`pÝV gÚ:Ÿ&(F$H²$ 1/123/4)
        In India, twilight zone is considered upto 150 west of sun-

rise. Thus 30 dh¢mas are 150. These vary as per latitude. For

equator, 1/20 is 40000/720 =55.5 Kms.- this can be taken as

dh¢ma-yojana. To make it distinct from aksºara-dh¢ma in ex-

ponential scale, this has been called kºara-dh¢ma. All other

names in Egypt have vanished, name of moon-Mahat¢ba still

remains in Persian and Arabic. In Ka°pay¢di  system  this means

5863, so mean distance of moon is 5863 x 55.5=325396.5

kms.(modern value is 382000 kms).
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  2. Indian use of foreign systems- For some purposes,

even those names were used in India which are now thought to

be Arabic. Bauddha literature tells that two gurus of Buddha

were called Bheru´²a-Kal¢ma and ¡r¢da-kal¢ma (=saint of

Arrah in Bihar). At present Kal¢ma word is being used only in

Arabic to indicated teacher or an elevated soul-e.g. name of a

famous leader was Maulana Abul Kal¢ma Azad. Prophet Mo-

hammed also was called Kal¢ma (family name of astronomers).

Writing instrument is called kalam (=pen) and the opening lines

of Holy Koran are called Kalam¢. The class-mates of Buddha

were caled Abus (similar  to word ¡pa for  respect). To under-

stand the logic of these words, we have to see the numerical

code of old script of Arabic. Its use in India shows that many

systems were in use for different purposes.

Arabic codes-  (Abajad)      (Havvaz)    (Hutti)

Arabic letters   a   b  j   d    h   v    z      hu    to   ye

Numerals         1   2  3  4    5  6   7       8      9    10

English sequence a b c d     h  i  j

Codes                  (Kalaman)               (Sa-Afas)

Arabic letters     ka     la  ma  na         sa    a    fa    sa

Numerals          20   30   40   50        60   70  80   90

English sequence k     l    m     n

Codes             (Quraºata)        (Sakhaz)       (jajjag)

Arabic letters  Qu   ra  ºa  ta   ½a    kha  Z   ja   jja    ga

Numerals (100,200,300,400) (500,600,700) (800, 900, 1000)

English sequence  q r s t          x           z

     This can be seen  in Urdu-Hindi Dictionary of  Mustafa

Maddaha by Hindi Sansthan, Lucknow-It has given many

equivalents of vedic terms used in Iraq etc. The code has also

been explained in Arab¤-¹ikº¢-¹¢stram (in sanskrit) of ¹ri

Jagadiºa ¡ch¢rya, by Ramlal Kapur Trust, Bahalgarh-131021,

Sonipat (Haryana).

   From this code it is seen that some of the sequences in Ro-

man alphabet are according to this code-e.g.-abcd, hij,  klmn,

qrst, xz.

   For common man having elementary knowledge, it is called

that he knows abc. Thus friends were called Abus (knowing

abc). Lower persons have ony 2 letters = abe - which is short

form of  aliph, Be (-th). This has become alpha, beta in Greek

and A, B  in English. Thus ‘abe’ is derogatory word. Person in

the range of 10’s is ‘kalaman’ or ‘Kal¢ma’-thus the gurus  of

Buddha were Kal¢ma.

3. Ka°apay¢di-In this system, counting from 1 to 9 and 0

starts from  - ka, °,  pa, and ya- so it is called ka°apay¢di.

(¡di=start). Indicators of numbers are-

2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

$H I J K >L M >N O P mÄ

>Q >R >S >T U V W X Y Z

n $\ ~ ^ _

` a b d e f g h i
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The rules for system are quoted below-

ZÄmmdMíM eyÝ`m{Z g§»`m: H$Q>n`mX`:Ÿ&
{_lo VynmÝVhb² g§»`m Z M {MÝË`mo hb: ñda:Ÿ&&
(e‘>ad_©Z² -gÐËZ_mbm,3/4)
n, ® and the vowels (when standing alone) denote zero. (The

consonants) beginning with ka, °a, pa and ya denote,  in order,

the digits. In a conjoint consonant, only the last consonant

counts. The vowel suffixed to a consonant, too, is to be ig-

nored, (the digits being written from right to left to form the

number)

H$Q>n`dJ©^d¡[ah {nÊS>mÝË`¡aja¡a‘>m:Ÿ&
Zo Ämo eyÝ`§ ko`§, VWm ñdao, Ho$dbo H${WVoŸ&Ÿ&(AkmV)
The ten digits are denoted by the letters in the groups (of ten

each) beginning with ka, °a, pa, and ya, the end letters alone

being taken in the case of conjunct syllables. Na and ®a  are to

be understood as  zero; so also the vowels when standing alone.

ê$nmV² H$Q>n`nydm© dUm© dU©H«$_mX² ^dÝË`‘>m:Ÿ&
AZm¡ eyÝ §̀ àW_mW} Am N>oXo Eo V¥Vr`mW}Ÿ&&2Ÿ&&
(Am`©^Q> {ÛVr`-_hm{gÕmÝV 1/2)
The consonants starting from ka, °a, pa, ya represent the nu-

merals from 1 (r¦pa) (in succession) in the order of the (re-

spective) consonants;  ®a and na denote zero. (The

chronograms, when) separated (from each other) have ¢  and

ai (at their end) in the nominative (plural) and in the instru-

mental (plural, respectively).

A‘>mZm§ dm_Vmo J{V:Ÿ&
(Place value of) digits (of a number) move to left (in multiples

of ten).

Vedic examples-Some authors have given numerical meanings

to verses of §gveda by astronomers such as D¤rghatamas like-

Asya-v¢m¤ya s¦kta (§gveda 1/164/8) on basis of ka°apay¢di

system. But there are too many assumptions and the conclu-

sions are doubtful. Number  system up to par¢rddha has clearly

been mentioned and there are indications of word numerals

also. It is difficult to find as to which of the 3 systems have

been used.

     This system has been very popular in Kerala. Vararuchi

formed Chandra-v¢ky¢ni  (moon-chronograms) to calculate po-

sition of moon in cycle of  248 days- see Indian Astronomy, a

source book-By B. V. Subbarayapa and K. V. Sarma13.7.14,

Most famous example is value of  p upto 31 places of decimal

given in a verse quoted by Sv¢m¤ Bh¢rat¤ K¨¾´a T¤rtha ji,

¹a¬kar¢ch¢rya of Govarddhana P¤°ha, Puri (1880-1960)  in

his book-Vedic Mathematics1965, page 362, quoted in his other

book Vedic Metaphysics, 1978, page 165. The letters indicate

numbers after decimal from left to right. The verse is a praise

to ¹r¤ K¨¾´a, by another combinatin of words it wil be praise to

¹iva.

Jmonr ^m½` _Ywd«mV ûm¥{“emoX{YgpÝYJŸ&
3 1    4 1   5 9 2 6  5  3  5 8 9 7 9 3

IbOr{dV ImVmd JbhmbmagÝYaŸ&&
2 3  8  4 6 2  6 4  3 3 8  3 2 7 9 2

p = 3.141592653589793

       2384626433832792   (31 places of decimal)
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   The second book also gives expression of 1/17 which also

describes bad acts of Kaïsa-

H§$go       jm_XmhIb¡_©b¡: i.e. 1/17=0.05882353 (approx)

17 0 0      5 882 353

    N¤laka´°ha Somay¢j¤  has indicated dates of start and com-

pletion of his work Tantra-saïgraha by verses which are praise

to Vi¾´u. In Ka°apay¢di notation these indicates day-numbers

from start of Kali.

ho {dîUmo {Z{hV§ H¥$ËñZ§ OJV² Ëdæ òd H$maUoŸ&
Á`mo{Vfm§ Á`mo{Vfo Vñ_¡ Z_mo Zmam`Um` VoŸ&&(1/1)
Jmob: H$mb: {H«$`m Mo{V ÚmoË`Vo@Ì _`m ñ\w$Q>_²Ÿ&
bú_re{Z{hVÜ`mZ¡[aîQ>§ gdª {h bä`VoŸ&&(8/39-40)
These two kali dates-16,80,548 and 16,80,553 work out to

Kali year 4601, M¤na 26 and 4602, Me¾a 1-both dates occur-

ring in AD 1500.

  In his book-Siddh¢nta-Darpa´a, verse 18 and in his own com-

mentary, he has given Kali year and date of birth and day-

count from Kali. Date of birth is-16,60,181-i.e.in AD 1444-

(Ë`Omå`kVm§ VH£$:)
     Dates of  birth and death of Vararuchi, the author of

Chandra-v¢kyas have been given by his son Me¶atto¶ Agnihotri

as Yaj®asth¢nam surakºyam (12,70,701) and purudh¤h

sam¢ºrayaª (12,57,921) which are in AD 343 and 378.

   S¦ryadeva Yajvan has given his year of  birth as viºveºa (1113)

ºaka in his commentary on Laghum¢nasa of MunjÄ¢la. Another

astronomer Govinda Bha°°a was born on day rakºed govindam

arkaª (15,84,362) in AD 1237 and expired on k¢lind¤

priyatu¾°aª (16,12,891) in AD 1295. Achyuta Piº¢ra°i  expired

on vidy¢tm¢ svar asarpat (17,24,514) in AD 1621. Kara´a-

paddhati of Putumana Somay¢ji was completed on day given

by ga´itam etad samyak (17,65,653) in AD 1732.

N¢g¢rjuna has given magic square in this notation in his book

(Skanda) Kakºapu°a.

1
$©HA

8
$wXÝB

9
$mYZ{

2
$ramZ

6
$ZoV

3
$Z½b

4
$mZd{

7
$§Zg-

      

1 8

9 2

6 3

4 4

Here, in the first line-a and i are vowels = 0, so their columns

are kept vacant and they have been written in next cells. Simi-

larly, na in next cells is 0, and they have been written in neigh-

bouring cells to make the word complete.

12 1 81 8

71 9 02 2

6 61 3 32

4 22 7 51
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  The completed magic square is given before with sum 48 for

each row and column.The general formula for magic sum 2m is

given below-

3-m 1 6-m 8

7-m 9 4-m 2

6 8-m 3 1-m

4 2-m 7 9-m

Another magic square with sum of 100 is based on a verse

given in squares and remaining part after that-

§brZ rnmM m`X ombM

>QZ §dw^ raI §ad

&Ÿ§UJ{ma omny^ ramZ omJd

maO aM §^Z{ §ZmV

eV§ `moO òV²Ÿ&&    Magic Sum=100.

By placing the numbes from right to left, the square will be

with sum=100.

03 61 81 63

01 44 22 42

23 41 02 43

82 62 04 60

Other examples-
~«÷moËgd:- d  g  _  a        fÊ_wI:-I  _  f
                4  7   5  2                    2   5  6
    A number 13,17, 416 is expressed as
6  1  4  7   1  3  1                 6                  1               4
ñVwË`mo ^yñW¡: H$mbH¥$V² ; ñVw= g²+V²+C , Ë`mo=V²+`²+Amo, ^y=^²+D$,
               7             1                3                1
ñW¡:=g²+W²+Eo,  H$m=H²$+Am,    b=b²+A,     H¥$=H²$+F$
3438, Radian measure in minutes is expressed as-
8 3 4 3     8            3            4             3
Obodb§; O=O²+A, bo=b²+E, d=d²²+A, b§=b²+A
   4. ¡ryabha°a notations-¡ryabha°a-1 chose  a system to
represent numbers of up to 18 digits in two steps-
(1) He used 9 vowels of sanskrit to indicate 2 places in decimal
systemby each vowel. Here, short and long vowels are taken as
same as in M¢heºvara-s¦tra which is basis of grammer and
tantra representing stages of creation.
ABCU²Ÿ& F$b¥H²$Ÿ& EAmoL²>Ÿ& EoAm¡M²Ÿ&
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   Compared to that, the vowels normally written in sanskrit
alphabet (Devan¢gar¤) are-
A Am B B© C D$ F$ G$$ b¥ b¦ E Eo Amo Am¡, A§ A:Ÿ&
  (2) Numbers of 2 digits from 1 to 99 are represented by con-
sonants, 1 to 25 by letters written in 5x5 square called
varg¢kºara (=square letters) from k to m.
  k    kh     g    gh    ¬    1   2    3   4    5
  ch  chh   j     jh     ®     6   7   8   9    10
  °    °h     ²     ²h    ´    11  12 13  14  15
  t    th     d     dh    n    16  17  18  19  20
  p   ph    b     bh    m    21  22  23  24  25
   Multiples of ten from 30 to 90  are indicated by 8 letters after
square (avarga) from y to s.100 can be indicated by h.
  y      r       l       v       º        ¾       s       h
30    40    50     60     70    80    90     100
   The whole scheme is described in a single verse only-
dJm©jam{U dJ}@dJ}@dJm©jam{U H$mV² L²>_mo `:Ÿ&
I{ÛZdHo$ ñdam Zd dJ}@dJ} ZdmÝË` dJ} dmŸ&&2Ÿ&&
   The square (varga, dJ©) letters (k to m) are to be written in
square places (of  even powers of ten). The non-square (avarga,
AdJ©) letters (y to h) in the avarga places (of odd powers of
ten). The numerical value of initial avarga letter y is 30, be-
cause
  `  =  ²̀ c A = 3 c 10 = L²> + _² = 5 + 25
Each of  the nine vowels (svaras) have two zeros to denote
place values (in powers of ten) so that varga letters occupy the
places of even powers of ten and avarga letters occupy places
of odd powers of ten. Two consonants together are added,
consonant with vowel is multiplied.
consonant + consonant = addition
consonant + vowel = multiplication.

 The chart with sanskrit forms is given here-

$©Jd $²H $²I $²J $²K $²>L $²M $²>N $²O

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

$²P $²mÄ $²>Q $²>R $²>S $²>T $²U $²V

9 01 11 21 31 41 51 61

$²W $²X $²Y $²>Z $²n $²>$\ $²~ $²^ $²_

71 81 91 02 12 22 32 42 52

©JdA ²` ²a ²b ²d ²e ²f ²g ²h

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 01

adñ A B C $F ¥b E omA oE ¡mA

©Jd 01 0 1= 01 2 01 4 01 6 01 8 01 01 01 21 01 41 01 61

©JdA 01 1 01 3 01 5 01 7 01 9 01 11 01 31 01 51 01 71

Examples of numbers of revolutions of planets in a yuga of
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43,20,000 years-

ẁJa{d ^JUm: » ẁK¥, e{e M`{J{`Lw>ewN¥>b¥, Hw$L>{e~wUb¥I¥ àmH²$Ÿ&
e{Z Tw>L²>{dÜd, Jwé {IÀ ẁ̂ , Hw$O ^X²{bP²ZwI¥, ¥̂Jw~wYgm¡am:Ÿ&&3Ÿ&&
MÝÐmoÀM Ow©pîIY, ~wY gwJw{eW¥Z, ¥̂Jw Of{~IwN¥>, eofmH$m©:Ÿ&
~w{\$ZM nmV{dbmô m, ~wYm•çOmYm}X`mÄM b‘>m`m_²Ÿ&&4Ÿ&&
(Am ©̀̂ Q>-1, Am ©̀̂ Q>r` 1/3-4)
  In a yuga (aeon), the eastward revolutions of the Sun are 43,

20, 000;  of the Moon, 5, 77, 53, 336, of the Earth, 1, 58, 22,

37, 500; of Saturn, 1, 46, 564;  of Jupiter, 3, 64, 224; of

Mars, 22, 96, 824; of Mercury and Venus, the same as those

of the Sun; of the Moon apogee,4, 88, 219. Of the º¤ghrochchas

of Mercury, 1, 79, 37, 020; of Venus, 70, 22, 388, of other

planets the same as those of the Sun. Of ascending node of

Moon in opposite direction (i.e. westward), 2, 32, 226. These

revolutions started at the beginning of the sign Aries on Wednes-

day at sunrise at La¬k¢ (when it was the commencement of the

current yuga).

Explanation-

Sun (a{d)- »`wK¥ = 43,20,000

Vowels                F$         C           B           A
Zero pairs       0    0      0    0      0    0     0   0

Consonants        K           `+I          - -         -  -
Value                  4        30+2      0   0      0  0

             =4320000, or, 43, 20, 000

Alternately, »`wK¥ = (I² c C) + ( ²̀> c C) +(K² c F$)
                           = (2 c104) +  (3 c 105) + (4 c106)

                           = 43, 20, 000

Moon (MÝÐ)-M`{J{`Lw>ewN¥>b¥ = 5, 77, 53, 336

Vowels                  F$              C               B              A
Zero pairs          0     0         0    0         0    0        0    0

Consonants      b + N>         e + L         ` + J       ` +M>
Value                 50 +7        70 + 5       30 + 3      30 + 6

                            57              75              33          36

                          = 5, 77, 53, 336 (Revolutions in a yuga)

Alternately, M`{J{`Lw>ewN¥>b¥
=(M²cA)+(̀ ²cA)+(J²cB)+(̀ ²cB)+(L²>cC)+(ecC)+(N>cF$)+(bcF$)
=(6c100)+(3c101)+(3c102)+(3c103)+(5c104)+(7c105)+(7c106)+(5c107)
 = 5, 77, 53, 336.

5. Some early uses-¡ryabha°a-1 is credited with this sys-

tem of numeration. But it appears to be in use for some pur-

poses-may be in grammer and tantra. It has adopted the vowel

system  as in M¢heºvara-s¦tras which is basis of both. There is

an ancient verse about origin of these s¦tras, which tells that

Maheºvara (¹iva) sounded his ±amar¦ (short drum of double

cone) 14 times.This created 14 s¦tras-

Z¥Ë`mdgmZo ZQ>amOamO: ZZmX T>ŠH$m§ Zd nÄM dma_²Ÿ&
CÕVw© H$m_: gZH$m{X{gÕmZoV{Û_e} {edgyÌ Omb_²Ÿ&&
The word for ±amar¦ is ±hakk¢ as ±ha =14 in system of

¡ryabha°a-1. Similarly, Bha=24, so nakºatra names are 24- 3

of them have p¦rva and uttara parts-making a total of 27. Thus,

Bh¦ is world made with 24 elements of Prak¨ti in S¢¬khya,  it

is complete with 25 th (letter ma) element Puru¾a, so it is called

Bh¦mi. L=50, so in Roman numerals also L=50. H=100 in

Aryabha°a system, though it is not used because only 2 digit
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numbers up to 99 are needed for two places of each vowel. But

Hundred (Ha) means 100 in English.

   Mah¢bh¢rata has been called Jaya meaning 18 in ka°apay¢di

system, because it has 18 parts and the war lasted for 18 days.

The armies on both sides totalled 18 akºauhi´¤, the central

essence Bh¢gavad-G¤t¢ in it has 18 chapters. G¤t¢ has explained

signs of sthitapraj®a (calm) in 18 verses. Number of Pur¢´as

and systems of  learning are also 18.

   Gha=4, which indicates 4 puru¾¢rtha (aims of human life)-

dharma (right path), artha (wealth), k¢ma (desires, sex), mokºa

(release from bonds). Not doing them  is Agha=sin. The person

avoiding this sin is Anagha, which has been used to address

Arjuna in G¤t¢ many times.

   Sound has 4 steps, so it is called v¢k as va =4. Its 3 steps are

in guh¢ (cave of brain) which are called go (ga=3) or Gaur¤ v¢k.

Vedas (from va=4) also are 4.

MËdm[a dmH²$ n[a{_Vm nXm{Z Vm{Z {dXw~«m©÷Um `o _Zr{fU:Ÿ&
Jwhm Ìr{U {Z{hVm Zo“`pÝV Vwar`m dmMmo _Zwî`m dXpÝVŸ&&
       (F$H²$ 1/164/45)
Four classes of letters or men-both are called var´a, here va=4.

½a=6, sa=7, so 6 is ¾a° and 7 is sapta.

6. Word Numerals-Since long words have been used to in-

dicate numbers. Debate of sage A¾°¢vakra with Kaho²a in court

of King Janaka of Mithil¢ started with numbers only-what are

1, 2, 3 etc. (Mah¢bh¢rata, ¢ra´yaka parva, chap.134). This

was called kum¢ra-praºna (quiz for children). Children were

explained the concept of numbers by such examples. At many

places in vedas words indicate numbers. Like Aºvi

(Aºvin¤kum¢ra twins) always means 2. Taittir¤ya Br¢hma´a (1/

5/11/1) has used the word K¨ta for 4. Svasti-p¢°ha also tells-

Ap½Z {Oˆm _Zd:Ÿ& (F$H²$ 1/89/6)
This can have two meanings-

(1) Toungues of Agni are 14 (=Manu).

(2) Fluctuations of mind are the toungues of Agni .

  However, Mun²akopani¾ad tells that there are 7 tongues of

Agni-

H$mbr H$ambmr M _ZmoOdm M gwbmo{hVm `m M gwYy_«dUm©Ÿ&
ñ\w${b{“Zr {dídéMr M Xodr, bobm`_mZm B{V gá{Oˆm:(1/2/4)
Agni has 7 tongues for intake-k¢l¤, kar¢l¤, manojav¢, sulohit¢,

sudh¦mravar´¢, sphulingin¤, viºvaruch¤. (Mu´²aka upa.)

gáàmUm: à^dpÝV Vñ_mV² gám{M©f: g{_Y: gá hmo_m:Ÿ&
gá B_o bmoH$m òfw MapÝV àmUm Jwhme`m {Z{hVm: gá gáŸ(2/1/8)
From these 7 tongues are created-7 pr¢´a, 7 archi (flame), 7

samidh¢ (firewood, implement), 7 homa (consumption), 7 loka,

7-7 cave spaces.

  Thus the 14 tongues of Agni are-7 for intake and 7 for dis-

charge. Here, Agni is matter or energy enclosed in a boundary

or condensed. Thus, earth within a spherical boundary is agni.

Collection of heat energy within a closure is also agni (=fire).

Opposite to that, soma is matter or energy dispersed. Soma is

dispersed like water, dense energy of sun disperses and be-

comes cool near moon, so moon (its region) is soma.

    Above, it has been told that 7 tongues of agni create 7 pr¢´as.

But in ¹vet¢ºvatara upani¾ad (1/5) and elsewhere, it is always

stated that pr¢´as are 5. Two of the source pr¢´as are asat (too
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fine to perceive)-e.g. §¾i has been called asat-pr¢´a in

¹atapatha-br¢hma´a (6/1/1/1). Pitara pr¢´a created from that

(Manusm¨ti, 3/201) are also asat. Further creations are sat.

   Now, words for different numbers are indicated below-

(1) 0-Vacant space indicates zero. Similarly addition, multipli-

cation of zero does not change it, so it can be called p¦r´a

(complete) also. Thus, p¦r´a, ¢k¢ºa (sky) and its synonyms

indicate zero-

nyU©_X: nyU©{_X§ nyUm©V² nyU©_wXÀ`VoŸ&
nyU©ñ` nyU©_mXm` nyU©_odmd{eî`VoŸ&& (B©emdmñ`mon{ZfX², _“bmMaU>)
That is p¦r´a (complete), this is p¦r´a, from p¦r´a is created

p¦r´a. On deducting p¦r´a from p¦r´a, only p¦r´a remains.

   It may be noted that Antarikºa (intermediate lokas or space)

is not vacant. Since it has matter and energy having turbulance,

we pray for its º¢nti (calmness). Similarly, Dyau is also having

rare dispersed energy and is not vacuum.

Úm¡: empÝV:, AÝV[aj§ empÝV: .. (`Ow.36/17)
 The synonyms of sky are-Abhra, ambara, ¢k¢ºa, kha, gagana,

nabha, viyat, vih¢yasa, n¢ka, vyoma.

Zero-¹¦nya, vindu.

Full-P¦r´a.

(2) 1-Eka and synonyms of earth, moon. Sun is1 but it is felt in

12 ways in 12 signs of zodiac called 12 ¢dityas. So, sun does

not indicate 1, it means 12.

Earth-Dhar¢, dharitr¤, dhara´¤, p¨thv¤, p¨thiv¤, kºm¢, kºiti, bh¦,

bh¦mi, achal¢, vasudh¢, vasumat¤, ku, avani, medin¤, mah¤,

urv¤, ras¢, ratnagarbh¢ etc.

Moon-Chandram¢, chandra, him¢ïºu, ºaºi, ºaº¢¬ka, ºaºadhara,

indu, niº¢pati, niº¢kara, niº¢n¢tha, kºap¢kara, rajan¤kara,

rajan¤ºa, nakºatreºa, u²upa, º¤takira´a, sudh¢may¦kha,

dvijar¢ja, o¾adh¤ºa, abja, jaiv¢trika, soma, glau, m¨g¢¬ka,

kal¢nidhi, vidhu, nakºatreºa, ...etc.

Others-R¦pa (form), eka.

(3) 2-Dvi  and words for the following-

Aºvin¤kumara (twins)-aºvi, n¢satya, dasra, ¢ºvineyau, ubhau.

Double-yugma, yugala, yamala (twin), yama, dve, ubhau,

mithuna, dvandva. Yuga means yugma also, but yuga means 4

part yugas , hence it is used for 4, not for 2.

Hands-b¢h¦ (singlular is b¢hu),  hasta, bhuja, doh. Doh and

bhuja are also used for part of angle in the quadrant of 900.

Eyes-netra, akºi, nayana, d¨g, d¨¾°i, lochana, chakºu.

Wings-pakºa (also means two halves of a lunar month), patatra,

pichchha.

(4) 3-Tri  and the words for following-

R¢ma-There were 3 famous R¢mas-Paraºur¢ma, R¢machandra,

and Balar¢ma.

Agni (fire)-There are three agnis-g¢rhapatya, ¢havan¤ya and

dakºi´¢gni. For 3 agnis, there are 3 vedas-§g for form, yajur

for motion and s¢ma for influence field. Synonyms are-vahni,

jv¢l¢, ºikhi, hut¢ºana, p¢vaka, anala, dahana, havyav¢hana,

j¢taveda, k¨p¤°ayah, etc.

Gu´a-These are 3-sattva, rajas, tama.

Loka-These are 3-Bh¦mi, antarikºa, svarga.

Pura-Three pura (town) in space built by T¢raka were

destrouyed by ¹iva- these were called puras of gold (hira´ya),

silver (r¦pya, rajata), and iron. These are also names of the
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regions of sun, moon and earth (which has iron in its core). On

earth also region near pole is gold, equator is iron and middle

is silver. E.g. in south America, Brazil (=iron in Hebrew), Ar-

gentina (Argentum=silver in Greek) are located.

Vikrama-V¢mana (dwaf) Vi¾´u had measured earth in 3 steps

in yaj®a of Asura king Bali. In space, these are 3 zones of sun-

heat zone upto 100 diameter, bright zone upto 1000 diameter,

and maitreya upto 1,00,000 diameters. King has 4 policies-

s¢ma (equality), d¢ma (mney), da´²a (punishment) and bheda

(difference). Da´²a depends on bala (power), remaining 3 are

chhala (bluff). Thus, trivikrama (3 valours) has become

tika²ama (chhala) in hindi.

(5) 4-Chatur and words for vedas, ocean, var´a, k¨ta-

Vedas-Mu´²akopani¾ad (1/1-5) tells that Brahm¢ taught veda

(Brahma-vidy¢ as foundation of all knowledge) to his eldest

son Atharv¢. This is called Atharva-veda in 2 senses-A+Tharva

= not shaking, steady foundation, and Atha + arva, starting in

Arva (Arab) where its first line about 3 sevens (786) is still

used. Later on 3 more branches-§k, yajur, s¢ma came up while

retaining the original. Thus, tray¤  means 4 vedas and all its

synonyms indicate the number 4-¹ruti, veda.

Ocean-The spread of  thin matter in space is called ocean. The

3 oceans of solar system, galaxy, and Inter-galactic space are-

Ar´ava, Sarasv¢n and Nabhasv¢n. The ocean of uniform world

is Rasa or N¢ra. Parallel to that the 4 oceans on earth surface

are oceans on 4 sides of Eurasia (Asia+Europe)-east, nortth,

west and south. The separating zones between 7 continents

are 7 oceans. In solar system also, the disc shaped zone up to

Uranus orbit has been called earth of 50 crore yojanas (1 yojana

=1000 part of earth diameter). Within this zones covered by

motion of 7 planets including moon and asteroid belt is 7 dv¤pa

(continents) and separating zone are 7 oceans. The words for

ocean are-samudra, abdhi, ak¦p¢ra, ar´ava, ambhonidhi,

jaladhi, ambhodhi, udadhi, s¢gara, payodhi  etc.

K¨ta-This means satya-yuga having 4 parts (4 times kali-yuga).

Var´a-This means letters, colour and 4 classes of society. As 4

classes, var´a means 4.

(6) 5-Pa®cha and words for arrows, airs, pr¢´a, bh¦ta, akºa

(organs), P¢´²ava etc.

K¢madeva (desire of sex) had arrows of 5 flowers-mango,

aºoka, lotus, nilofer (ni¤lotpala), mallik¢ (Amarako¾a). there

are 5 arrows or methods of desire-unm¢dana (toxication),

t¢pana (pain), ºo¾a´a (taking out of fluid), stambhana (stop-

ping of  thought)-

Aa{dÝX_emoH§$ M MyV§ M Zd_pëbH$mŸ&
ZrbmoËnb§ M nÄM¡Vo nÄM~mUñ` gm`H$m:Ÿ&&
CÝ_mXZñVmnZíM emofU: ñVå^ZñVWmŸ&
g§_mohZíM H$m_ñ` nÄM ~mUm: àH$s{V©Vm:Ÿ&&
 The words for arrow are-I¾u, b¢´a, ¢ºuga, viºikha, m¢rga´a,

ºara, s¢yaka, chitrapu¬kha, ropa etc.

 Pr¢´a are 5 -pr¢´a, ap¢na, sam¢na, ud¢na and vy¢na

(Amarako¾a 1/1/63)

Bh¦ta are 5-earth, water, fire, air and sky.

Akºa or indriya- organs for sense and action-each are 5.

P¢´²ava were 5 (sons of P¢´²u).

(7) 6-½a° and words for rasa (taste-sweet, bitter, acidic, basic,
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hot), anga (limbs of vedas-ºikº¢, kalpa, vy¢kara´a, chhanda,

jyoti¾a, nirukta), season, tarka (logic-dravya, gu´a, karma,

s¢m¢nya, viºe¾a, samav¢ya-in vaiºe¾ika philosophy ), darºana

(ved¢nta, s¢¬khya, yoga, ny¢ya, vaiºe¾ika, m¤m¢ns¢).

(8) 7-Sapta and words for mount, sage, notes (music), horse-

Mountain-Each continent is divided into natural zones by 7

mountains called var¾a-parvata. Thus words of this meaning

indicate 7-aga,  achala, adri, kºitidhara,  kºitibh¨t,  kºm¢dhara,

kºm¢bh¨t, giri, naga, parvata, bh¦dhara, bh¦bh¨ta, mah¤bh¨t,

ºilocchaya, ºaila, etc.

Sage-The 7 §¾is were called 7 wise men in the west legends.

This has 7 meanings-7 sages as source of knowledge, 7 sages

starting gotras of human families,7 sages of creation, 7th di-

mension in 10 dimensional space, stars (group of 7 stars is

saptar¾i), asat pr¢´a, primordial strings = rassi in hindi  (strings

of 10-35 m. size as final source of creation). The words are-§¾i,

muni, t¢pasa, yati.

Horse-Original word is Aºva which means driving force. Origi-

nal source of energy comes from sun as sunrays, so these are

aºva. 7 aºvas of sun are thought to be 7 colours in spectrum of

sunrays. But these are intensity of rays near 7 planets upto

saturn including asteroid zone which have been given 7 names

in K¦rma-pur¢´a (part 1, 43/2-8), v¢yu-pur¢´a (53/44-50),

Matsya-pur¢´a (226/29-33) whose root source is Yajurveda

(15/15-19, 17/58, 18/40). Parallel to these, 7 v¤this (lane)

have been formed on earth surface at 00, and 120, 200, 240-

north and south latitude-the 6 zones between them are occu-

pied in each month in north and south journeys of sun (Atharva

8/11/19-20, §k 10/130/4, V¢yu pu. chap. 52, Brahm¢´²a

pu.p¦rva chap. 22, Vi¾´u pu. part 2, chaps. 8-10 etc.) This is

same as 7 lanes of sun in Book of Enoch (Ethiopean version of

Bible)-chapter 4. The sea winds driving ships are also aºva of

7 types in 7 zones. Finally, an animal horse is also aºva as it

pull the vehicle. It has been told that there were 1000 horses in

a particular ratha (chariot). This is a measure of power of en-

gine like the modern unit of horse power. Possibly, there were

7 classes of ratha-engines or horses according to their power.

Due to 7 types, aºva is also called sapti (sapta =7). Synonyms

are-aºva, turaga, tura¬ga, gho°aka, v¢ji, haya, saindhava, sapti,

etc.

Notes in music are 7 in Indian and western music. So, svara

means 7.

(9) 8-A¾°a and words for elephant, snake, vasu  etc.

Elephant-Gaja in sanskrit has 2 meanings-elephant and meas-

uring rod (in persian also, gaja=yard; english form is gauge). As

measuring rod, gaja are 8-1000 parts of earth diameter, 32000

angulas, sun diameter, three units of 500, 5002, 5003 , 5004,

times sun diameter, motion of light in 1 tru°i. Solid surface of

earth is held by 8 plates of rocks-gaja-p¨¾°ha in sanskrit and

continental-plate in geology.Its synonyms are-gaja, matanga,

ku®jara, hasti , ibha, etc.

¹iva has 8 forms as agni called vasu, 11 forms as v¢yu called

rudras and 12 ¢dityas as ravi (field of sun). Thus vasu = 8. In

Russian, 8 is still written as vasu.

 Boundaries of measuring rods or of continental plates are also

8- they are called snakes. The synonyms are- sarpa, n¢ga,
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pannaga, ahi, bhujaga, bhuja¬ga, pannaga, v¨tra etc.

Siddhis are also 8-a´im¢ (becoming small), mahim¢ (big),

garim¢ (heavy), laghim¢ (light), pr¢pti (reaching anywhere),

pr¢k¢mya (getting anything), ¤ºitva (managing ), vaºitva (con-

trolling). So, siddhi=8

(10) 9-is nava and the words for following-

Nanda-In Mah¢bh¢rata period, nanda was ninth grade of offi-

cial from below. Highest was king at 10th level (Harivaïºa

pur¢´a of mah¢puru¾a Achyut¢nanda in Oriya). In modern

terms, nanda =secretary. The secretariate in R¢m¢ya´a was

called Nandigr¢ma where Bharata stayed to manage kingdom.

There were 9 kings of Nanda dynasty ( 1 father and 8 sons). So

nanda =9.

Randhra is hole or deficit which is cause of creation of new

forms and is 9th dimension. So 8 is randhra, chhidra etc.

There are 9 types of wealth-

nÙmo@pñÌ`m§ _hmnÙ: e’mo _H$a H$ÀN>nm¡Ÿ&
_wHw$ÝX Hw$ÝX ZrbmíM Id©íM {ZY`mo ZdŸ&& (eãXmU©d)
Thus the words for teasure mean 9-nidhi, ºevadhi. Gau (=cow)

is a measure of wealth, Earlier grants by king were of 1 lakh or

1 crore gau. Highest coin gau was of gold (= made of gau),

middle was dhenu of silver and small coin from ni¾ka (nickel,

nikka = small in punjabi). So, gau =9  as wealth.

A¬ka (digits) are also 9 from 1 to 9. So, a¬ka=9.

Graha (planets) are 9, so its words indicate 9-graha,

nabhaºchara, khechara, khe°a etc.

(11) 10 is daºa or the words for directions. Pa¬kti chhanda has

10 letters in each p¢da (quarter), so pa¬kti=10. Direction is-

diº¢, ¢º¢,  k¢¾°h¢, kakubha, dik.

(12) 11 is ek¢daºa and names of Rudra (¹iva)-rudra, bhava,

ºiva, maheºvara etc.

(13) 12 is dv¢daºa and names of sun-ravi, ¢ditya, s¦rya,

dinakara, ina, tigm¢´ºu, bh¢skara, dinama´i, arka, m¢rta´²a,

vivasv¢n, tara´i, div¢kara etc.

M¢sa (months) are 12.

(14) 13 is trayodaºa and viºva (=world). 13 vi¾va is mysteri-

ous. There are many assumptions-viºvedev¢ are 13 (Amarako¾a

tells 10 only), it is 13th word in ga´ap¢°ha of word sarva (groups

of words following same rule) in P¢´ini grammer. However,

two views look plausible-(i) S¢ma has 1000 branches, but in

words, it has only 13 branches as stated in s¢ma-tarpa´a-vidhi.

In space, s¢ma is zone of influence, each s¢ma can be called a

viºva. 1000 times earth size is equal to 13 aharga´a (measures

equal to akºara) i.e. 3 zones in earth and 10 outside-1000=210.

(ii) Real reason is that there are actually 13 viºva. Viºva is any

enclosure which is complete and independent;  even cell (kalila)

is a world-

AZmÚZÝV§ H${bbñ` _Ü ò {dídñ` òîQ>ma_ZoH$ê$n_² (ídoVmídVa Cn{ZfX²)
Viºva levels bigger than man are-bh¦ (earth), bhuvar (4000

times bigger, bh¦-var¢ha), solar system (107 times sun), galaxy

(105 solar system, 107 of maitreya-ma´²ala), and whole uni-

verse. Except bhuvar loka or chandra-ma´²ala in it, others are

successively 107 times bigger than man (Vi¾´u-pur¢´a 1/7/5).

Man is the 6th world. Below man, there are 7 worlds succes-

sively smaller by 105 (Dhy¢nabindu upani¾ad, 4)-kalila (cell),

atom (j¤va), nucleus (ku´²alin¤), jagat-ka´a, deva-d¢nava,
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pitara, ¨¾i. Lord of 13 viºva is ¹iva, hence ºiva-r¢tri is after 13

days in dark fortnight (darkness is calm ºiva, rudra is violent).

(15) 14 is chaturdaºa and words for-

Manu-There are 14 periods of Manu in each day of Brham¢-

H$mhmo _Zdmo T>:(Am`©^Q>)
I.e. aha (day) of Brahm¢ (Ka) has 14 (²ha) manus.

Alternatively, there are 14 fluctuations (v¨tti) of human mind-

7 tongues of intake and 7 for discharge.

 In each manu period, there is an Indra, so all words for Indra

also indicate 14-Indra, ºakra, maghav¢, sureºa, sutr¢m¢, vajr¤,

v¢sava, ¢kha´²ala, purandara, p¢kaº¢sana, v¨ddhaºrav¢.

  For 13 viºvas, there are 14 bhuvana (levels of living beings)-

1 for each viºva and 1 universal. Thus, bhuvana =14.

14 ratna had emerged after churning the ocean, ratna =14.

(16) 15 is pa®chadaºa and words for tithi (15 days in a fort-

night), dina.

(17) 16 is ¾o²aºa and kal¢ (phases of moon including zero),

a¾°i (chhanda with 16 letters in each p¢da) and words or king-

bh¦pa, n¨pa (soma =moon is called r¢j¢ =king, it has 16 kal¢).

(18) 17 is saptadaºa, atya¾°i (beyond a¾°i =16, chhanda with

17 letters in each p¢da).Words for cloud also indicate 17 (mostly

used by ¹at¢nanda in his Bh¢svat¤). A sign can be marked on

paper or cloth in 17 patterns to cover the whole plane-Wall-

paper theorem (plane crystallography) in modern Algebra. Simi-

larly, cloud covers like a sheet. So, Puruºa has been called

17(Gopatha uttara 2/13, 5/8, Taittir¤ya samhit¢ 1/3/3/2,

Aitareya br¢hma´a 8/4). Words for cloud are 17-megha, ghana,

ambuda, v¢rida.

(19) 18 is a¾°¢daºa and dh¨ti (chhanda with 19 letters in a p¢da).

(20) 19 is ekonaviïºati, atidh¨ti (excess of dh¨ti).

(21) 20 is viïºati , k¨ti (chhanda with 20 letters in a p¢da),

nakha (20 nails), a¬guli (20 fingers).

(22) 21 is ekaviïºati, prak¨ti (chhanda with 21 letters in a

p¢da), m¦rchhan¢ (3 groups or gr¢ma in music of 7 notes each).

(23) 22 is dv¢viïºati, j¢ti, ¢k¨ti (chhandas of 22 letters ).

(24) 24 is chaturviïºati, jina, siddha (24 T¤rtha¬karas of Jaina).

(25) 25 is pa®chaviïºati, tattva (25 elements of s¢¬khya).

(26) 27 is saptaviïºati, and names for constellations (27 in

number)-nakºatra, bha, ¨kºa, t¢rak¢.

(27) 32 is dv¢triïºat, and words for teeth (32teeth of man)-

danta, daºana, rada.

(28) Saïsk¢ra (corrective rituals) are 48.

(29) T¢na (tunes in music) are 49.

7. Examples-Value  of  p- In L¤l¢vat¤-Arithmatic text of

Bh¢skara-2 its approximation up to 4 places of decimal-

ì`mgo ^ZÝXmp½Z hVo {d^ºo$, I~mUgỳ £: n[a{Y: g gyú_:Ÿ&
 ^ZÝXmp½Z:=Ap½Z: ZÝX: ^:    I ~mUgy`£:=gy`©: ~mU: I:
                    3     9    27                      12     5    0

I.e. Diameter (of a circle) multiplied by 3927 and (the product)

divided by 1250 is the nearly accurate (gyú_:) circumference.

1416.3
1250

3927 ===
ritsdiamete

lenceofacirccircumfereπ

M¢dhava of Sangamagr¢ma (Kerala) in 14th century gave value

of  p up to 11 places of decimal quoted in Kriy¢kramakar¤

commentary on L¤l¢vat¤--
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{d~wY ZoÌ JOm[h hþVmeZm {ÌJwUdoX ^dmaU ~mhd:Ÿ&
Zd {ZId© {_Vo d¥{V {dñVao, n[a{Y _mZ{_X§ OJXw~w©Ym:Ÿ&&
That is, for a diameter of 911, the circumference is 28,27,43,

33,88,233.

Vibudha = deva =33, netra = eyes=2, gaja = elephant=8, ahi =

snake =8, hut¢ºana=fire=3, tri =3, gu´a =3, veda =4, bha =stars

=27, v¢ra´a = elephant= 8. Reading from right to left, the

number is 28,27,43, 33,88,233. Nava nikharva = 911.

  The value of  p from this , correct to 11 places of decimal is

3.14159265359.

  Circumferene of Brahm¢´²a (galaxy) in S¦rya-siddh¢nta (12/

82) is-

Iì`mo_IÌ` IgmJa fQ²>H$ ZmJ ì`mo_mîQ> eyÝ` `_ê$n ZJmîQ> MÝÐm:Ÿ&
~«÷mÊS> gånwQ> n[a^«_U§ g_ÝVmXä`ÝVam {XZH$añ` H$a àgmam:Ÿ&Ÿ&
 That is, enclosure of Brahm¢´²a traversed all round is the

limit up to which rays of sun can reach. Its size (in bha-yojana

= 27 yojana =216 kms) is 18, 71, 20, 80, 86, 40, 00, 000. The

word numerals are (to be read from right to left) -Kha = sky =

0, vyoma = sky = 0, kha-traya =3 khas=3 zeros=000, kha

=sky=0, s¢gara = ocean=4, ¾a°ka =6, n¢ga = snake=8, vyoma =

sky=0, a¾°a = 8, º¦nya = 0, yama =twin=2, r¦pa =form=1, naga

= mountains=7, chandra =1.

  S¦ryadeva Yajvan (born 1191 AD) in his commentary on

¡ryabha°¤ya explains the radian measure of angle (whose arc is

equal to radius) as a problem using both word numerals and

ka°apay¢di-

`{X a-S>-dgw-`_b-ag {_Vn[aYoa`wVÛ`§ ì`mg:,
      2  3  8     2      6              20,000

I-I-fS²>KZ  {bßVmË_H$ n[a{YíMH«$ñ` Hmo ì`mg: B{V ?
0   0  63=216

That is, if 62, 832 is the circumference of a circle of diameter

of  20, 000 units, what is the circumference of a circle of ra-

dius 21, 600  units ?

Sometimes, there is confusion in multiple notations as in above

example, ghana is power of 3, but as a word numeral it can

mean cloud =17 also. Similarly, dvi-rada, read separately means

dvi=2 and rada=teeth=32, i.e. 322. Taking single word, it means

elephant (having two teeth)=8.

                                      ******
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                           Chapter 4

                   Svastika and philosophy

1. Operational words-In continuation of the previous chap-

ter, words for various operations like addition, division, square,

roots are described. It is described here, as it explains the phi-

losophy of the operations. This is compiled in commentary of

Prof K.S. Shukla on Bh¢skara commentary of ¡ryabha°¤ya, ap-

pendix III.

  1. Addition(+)-The terms used to denote the operation of

addition are derived from the roots as =to move, to shine or to

take (with prefix sama= to be united or added), i  or ¤ = to move

(with prefix an, upa, sama, or saha =to be connected, united or

added), kala =to move, to count (with prefix saï =to add or

sum up), kºip =to throw, to add, chi =to select, collect, com-

bine (with prefix upa =to increase), d¢ =to give, pi´² or pi²i  =

to unite, p¨ch = to touch, combine (with prefix sam =to unite

or add), miºra =to mix, v¨dhu = to increase, yu = to mix, to

separate, yuj (yujir) =to add or unite.

(i) From root as =to move, to shine or to take-

samasta, sam¢sa, sam¢sita.

(ii) From root i or ¤= to move-

anvita, upeta, samanvita, samaveta, sameta, sahita.

(iii) From root kala =to move, to count-

saïkalana, saïkalita.

(iv) From root kºip =to throw, to add-

kºipa, kºipta, kºiptam, kºiptv¢, kºipet, kºipyate, kºipyante,

kºepa, kºepyaï, kºepy¢, parikºipya, parikºipyante, parikºipet,

parikºipta,  prakºipta, prakºipya, prakºipyate, prakºipyante,

prakºepa, viniksÃipet, saïkºepa.

(v) From the root chi =to select, collect, combine-

upachaya, upachita, upach¤yante, upach¤yam¢na.

(vi) From the root d¢=to give-

d¢tv¢, d¢tavya, d¤yate, d¤yante, deya, dey¢.

(vii) From the root pi´² or pi²i = to unite-

pi´²ita, sampi´²ya.

(viii) From the root p¨ch = to touch, combine-

samparka.

(ix) From the root miºra =to mix-

miºrita, sammiºra.

(x) From the root v¨dhu = to increase-

vardhate, vivardhate, v¨ddhi.

(xi) From the root yu = to mix, to separate-

yuta, yuti, samyuta, samyuti.

(xii) From the root yuj (yujir) =to add or unite-

niyojya, yukta, yuktya, yoga, yojayitavyam, yojayet, yojit¢,

yojyam, yojya, yujyate, yojyante, yojy¢h, viniyojya, samyukta,

saïyoga, saïyojita, saïyojya, saïyojyam¢na.

(xiii) Other terms and forms-

adhika, ¢²hya (antonym of vih¤na), ek¤k¨ta, kalpa (addition),

dhana (addition), udaya (addition).

2. Substraction (-)-The terms for the operation of substraction

are derived from the roots as = to move, to shine or to take

(with prefix apa =to leave, throw away), ¤ = to move (with

prefix apa =to leave, omit), ¦n =to lessen, ¨ =to gve up, kºi =to

decay or waste or diminish, grah =to take away, chi =to select,

collect, combine (with prefix apa =to diminish), tyaj =to aban-
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don or discard, n¤ =to guide, arrive, carry (with pefix apa =to

diminish), pat =to fall, descend, yuj (yujir) = to add or unite

(with prefix vi =to disunite), rah =to discard, v¨® =to select

(with prefix vi =to open), v¨j¤ =to exclude, stop, ºi¾ =to remain

at last (remainder), ºudh =to purify, ºli¾ =to join (with prefix vi,

to disunite), h¢k =to leave, h¨® = to take away.

(i) From root verb as =to move, to shine or to take-ap¢sya.

(ii) From root verb ¤ = to move-ap¢ya.

(iii) From root verb ¦n =to lessen-¦na, ¦nakam.

(iv) From root verb ¨ = to give up- ¨´a.

(v) From root verb kºi =to decay or waste or diminish- kºaya.

(vi) From root verb grah  = to take away- prag¨hya.

(vii) From root verb hi = to select, collect, combine-

apachaya, apachay¢tmaka,  apach¤yate, apach¤yante.

(viii) From root verb tyaj =to abandon or discard-

tyaktv¢, tyajet, tyajante.

(ix) From root verb n¤ =to guide, arive, carry-

apanayana, apanayet, apan¤te, apan¤ya, apan¤yate, apan¤yante,

samapan¤ya.

(x) From root verb pa t=to fall, descend-

nipatita, nip¢tya, patita, p¢tayitv¢, p¢tita, p¢tayate.

(xi) From root verb yuj (yujir ) = to add or unite-

viyukti, viyoga.

(xii) From root verb rah =to discard-

rahita, virahita.

(xiii) From root verbv¨® =to select-

vivara,  vivarakam.

(xiv) From root verb v¨j¤ =to exclude, stop-

varjita, vivarjita.

(xv) From root verb ºi¾ =to remain at last-

avaºi¾°a, avaºe¾a, viºi¾°a, viºi¾yate, viºe¾a, viºe¾a´a, viºe¾ita,

viºe¾yate, ºi¾°a, ºi¾yate, ºe¾a,  ºe¾ayet.

(xvi) From root verb ºudh =to purify-

pariºuddha, pariºodhya, praviºuddha, praviºodhayet,

praviºodhya, viºuddha, viºodhayet, viºodhita, viºodhite,

viºodhyam, viºodhya, viºodhyate, viºodhyante, viºodhy¢,

ºuddha¼, ºuddha, ºuddhi, ºuddhe, ºuddhyati, ºuddhyanti,

ºuddhyante, ºuddhyet, ºodhita, ºodhanam, ºodhan¤yam,

ºodhayitv¢, ºodhayet, ºodhyam, ºodhya, ºodhyate, ºodhy¢,

sa¼ºuddha, sa¼ºuddhi.

(xvii) From root verb ºli¾ = to join-

avi¾li¾°a, vi¾li¾°a, vi¾le¾a, vi¾le¾ita.

(xviii) From root verb h¢k = to leave-

parih¤na, vih¤na, hitv¢, h¤na.

(xix) From root verb h¨® = to take away-hr¢sa.

(xx) Other relevant terms-

agra (remainder, residue), antara (difference).

3. Multiplication (x)-The terms denoting the operation of mul-

tiplication are derived from the root verbs-as =to move, to shine

or to take (with prefix abhi =to repeat, multiply), kºudir =to

grind, gu´a =to invite, multiply, ta²a =to beat or strike, v¨j¤  =

to exclude, v¨tu =to behave or remain (with prefix ut), and han

= to kll, to go, to get.

(i) From root verb as =to move, to shine or to take-

abhyasta, abhyasya, abhy¢sa, samabhyasta, samabhyasya.

(ii) From root verb kºudir =to grind-
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kºu´´a, sa¼kºu´´a.

(iii) From root verb gu´a =to invite, multiply-

gu´a, gu´aka, gu´ak¢ra, gu´an¢, gu´ayitv¢, gu´ayet, gu´ita,

gu´ya, gu´yate, gu´y¢h, gu´y¢t, sa¬gu´a, sa¬gu´ayya, sa¬gu´¢,

sa¬gu´ita,  sa¬gu´¢h, sa¬gu´ya.

(iv) From root verb ta²a =to beat or strike-

abhit¢²ita, t¢²ita.

(v) From root verb v¨j¤ =to exclude-sa¼varga, varga´¢.

(vi) From root verb v¨tu =to behave or remain-udvartan¢.

(vii) From root verb han =to kll, to go, to get-

abhinighna, abhihata, abhihatya, ¢hata, ¢hatya, ¢hany¢t, gh¢ta,

ghna, nighna, nihata, nihatya, pra´ighna, pra´ihatya, visaïhati,

saïhati, saïhatya, saïhany¢t, sam¢hata, hata, hataï, h¨tv¢,

hatih, hatv¢.

4. Division (d)-The terms used to dnote the operation of divi-

sion are derived from root verbs-kha´² (kha²i ) =to break,

chhid (chhidir ) = to break, divide, bhaja = to distribute, di-

vide, bha®ja = to break to pieces, v¨tu =to behave or remain

(with prefix apa), h¨® =to take away, destroy.

(i) From root verb kha´² (kha²i ) =to break-kha´²y¢t.

(ii) From root verb chhid (chhidir )= to break, divide-

chhitv¢, chhidyate, chhidy¢t, chheda, chhedya, sa¼chheda.

(iii) From root verb bhaja =to distribute, divide-

pravibhajet, bhakta, bhakte, bhaktavya, bhaktv¢, bhajana,

bhajita, bhajet, bh¢ga, bh¢gah¢ra, bh¢ge h¨te, bh¢jayet,  bh¢jita,

bh¢jya¼, bh¢jya, bh¢jy¢, vibhakta, vibhajet, vibhajeta, vibhajya,

vibhajyate, vibh¢jita, vibh¢jayet.

(iv) From root verb bha®ja= to break to pieces-bha¬ktv¢.

(v) From root verb v¨tu =to behave or remain-apavartana.

(vi) From root verb h¨® =to take away, destroy-

apah¨ta, ¢haret, uddh¨ta, up¢hara, vih¨ta, sa¼haret, sa¼h¨ta¼,

sa¼h¨ta,  sam¢h¨ta, samuddh¨ta, haratu, haret, hartavya, h¨ta,

h¨ti, h¨te, h¨tv¢, hriyate, hriyam¢na.

5. Square-Terms used-k¨ti, y¢va, varga, vargita¼, varga´¢.

6. Square root-Terms used-dvigatam¦la, pada, m¦la,

vargam¦la.

7. Cube-Terms used-ghana, trigata, v¨nda, sad¨ºatray¢bhy¢sa.

8. Cube root-Terms used-ghanam¦la, trigatam¦la.

2. Svastika ga´ita-Signs of numbers based on svastika can

 1    2     3    4     5      6    7     8     9     10

      11         12       13        14

 2   3                       9

   20      30  ........      .....      90

    1  2 3

    21      22     23 .......

 be written as per the chart shown here. Alternatively,

 10 =d (X), 20=d2, 30 =d3 ....  etc also can be written.

  Notation based on Tantra can be made. The letters for 5

mah¢bh¦tas are-earth-laï, water-vam, fire-ram, air-yam, sky-

ham. On same lines, signs for different elements can be taken-

Aham (self) =am, mahat(collection of matter) =mam, tamas
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(inertia, darkness) =tam,  prak¨ti  (nature)= pam, sarveºvara

(Supreme lord) =sam. Symbols of numbers in hindi are indi-

cated below-

1 E, 2 {Û, 3 {Ì, 4 M, 5 nZ², 6 ff², 7 gZ², 8 AZ², 9 Z,
10 X
100 e
1000 g
10,000 A
1,00,000 b
10,00,000  à
1,00,00,000 H$
10,00,00,000  Aa²
1,00,00,00,000  A~²
10,00,00,00,000 I
1,00,00,00,00,000 {Z
10,00,00,00,00,000 _
1,00,00,00,00,00,000 e§
10,00,00,00,00,00,000 O
1,00,00,00,00,00,00,000 AV²
10,00,00,00,00,00,00,000 __²
1,00, 00,00,00,00,00,00,000 n
namÕ©=n, {ÛnamÕ©={Ûn, na=na, naVa=naV, naV_=na_,

AgL²>»`= , AZÝV=0.

10= X, 11=XE, 12=X{Û, 13=X{Ì, 14=XM, 15=XnZ², 16=Xff²,
17=XgZ², 18-XAZ², 19=XZ, 20=X

2
, 21=X

2E
, 22=X

2{Û
, 30=X

3
,

90=X9, 100=e, 900=e9, 1000=g, 9000=g9, 10000=A,
namÕ©=n, {ÛnamÕ©={Ûn,
namÕ© c namÕ© = n2
namÕ© c namÕ© c namÕ© =n3

nyU©_X: nyU©{_X§ nyUm©ËnyU©_wXÀ`VoŸ&
nyU©ñ` nyU©_mXm` nyU©_odmd{eî`VoŸ&&
That is complete (full or all), this is all. When all is deducted

from all, all remains.

  Source of all nmbers 1 is all. The numbers derived from that

2, 3, etc also are all. From complete, arises complete only.

From the complete 1, created numbers 2, 3 .. also are com-

plete. From any number which is complete, if  itself is de-

ducted, the remaining zero also will be complete.

Thus, zero is unchanged in operations of addition, substrac-

tion, multiplication and division. This is not absence, it is start

of numbers from 1. The formless world is zero, and forms start

with 1.

0+0=0, 0-0=0, 0c0=0, 0d0=0 (actually undefined)

Pra´ava of  letters is Aum (›)
Similarly, pra´ava of numbers is 190=start of numerals, last

numeral, and end with formless 0.

3. Nature of Svastika-The word Svastika has two parts-

Sva=¡tm¢ (soul) in ved¢nta.

Sti=(i) s=Sattva-gu´a =existence.

      (ii) t =tamogu´a =inertia, darkness.

     (iii) i =fourth vowel =k¢makal¢, fulfilling desires, art of sex.

K¢ma arises from  rajo-gu´a (motion, action)-
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gmo@H$m_`V²Ÿ&
He (God) expressed k¢ma.

VX¡jV (N>mÝXmo½`mon{ZfX² 6/3)
He (God) saw or desired.

g BjmÄMH«o$ (àíZmon{ZfX²> 6/3)
He (God) desired.

     Thus, the 4 parts of Pra´ava (›) described in

M¢´d¦kyopani¾ad are same as Puru¾a and Prak¨ti of 3 gu´as.

Three letters of Aum are 3 gu´as with Puru¾a and abstract sound

is Supreme ¢tm¢.

àUdËdmV² àH¥${V[a{V dXpÝV ~«÷dm{XZ:Ÿ&(am_moÎmaVm{nZr Cn.4)
That is Pra´ava is Prak¨ti  as the knowers of Brahma tell.

   Shape of Svastika has come from the verse used for Svasti-

v¢chana ( uttering for well-being) which occurs in all the vedas.

ñdpñV Z BÝÐmo d¥Õldm: ñdpñV Z: nyfm {díddoXm:Ÿ&
ñdpñV ZñVmú`m} A[aîQ>Zo{_: ñdpñV Zmo ~¥h>ñn{VX©YmVwŸ&&
(F$H²$ 1/89/6, gm_ 1875, dm.`Ow.25/19, V¡{Îmar` AmaÊ`H$ 1/
1/1,21/3, 10/1/9)
   Astronomical meaning of this verse is represented by the fig-

ure of Svastika. As seen from north pole of earth, the zodiac

moves clockwise. Such motion with 4 quadrants of a circle is

the Svastika. The stars on 4 points of quadrant are represented

by their lords as shown below-

Indra-lord of ºrava´a, in shape of ear-ring which is an exten-

sion of ears (V¨ddhaºrav¢, ºrav¢ = years, v¨ddha = old, exten-

sion), P¦¾¢ = lord of the last star Revat¤ -thus covering full

circle; or knowing viºva =world (Viºvaved¢)

T¢rkºya = garu²a, or with 3 stars (t¢rkºya =tri+¨kºa =3 stars).

The star Dhani¾°h¢ is called tri-chara´a, i.e. 3 steps of Vi¾´u.

This has 3 stars. When Vi¾´u in form of sun reaches this star,

its northward motion starts, i.e. that marks the end of severe

winter. Thus it is limit (nemi ) of sorrow (ari¾°a).

B¨haspati is lord of pu¾ya star which gives pu¾°i (naurishment),

so it is prayed to maintain us (dadh¢tu).

  The figure of stars in circle is shown below-

                                   900 Pu¾ya

   1800 ¹rava´a                                3600 or 00 Revat¤

                               270  Dhani¾°h¢

Physical meaning-Svasti =well being. The welfare of man is by

fulfilling 4 puru¾¢rthas-dharma, artha, k¢ma, mokºa. Dharma

(righteousness) is protected or enforced by the king Indra who

is number 1 (v¨ddha) in heirarchy (ºrav¢=line), i.e.v¨ddhaºrav¢.

Artha (wealth) gives naurishment indicated by pu¾¢. K¢ma (De-

sires) are fulfilled by removing obstacles (ari¾°a). Finally, mokºa

(emancipation) is by knowing the world (viºvaved¢).

  4. Nature of zero and one-Puru¾a is 1which is of 5 types
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in ved¢nta-

(i) Nirb¤ja (without seed)-A rope is essentially same thing as

any other, as all are transforms of same formless.

(ii) Sab¤ja (with seed)-It is transformmed as a rope.

(iii) Saïºaya (doubt)-In darkness, we may think it as rope,

snake, rod etc. without definite knowledge.

(iv) Viparyaya (decay, change)- The rope may become decayed

and useless.

(v) Vil¢sa or vivarta (transform)- The rope may be used as a

garland, or rod, knot etc.

 In all these forms, Brahma or Puru¾a is 1-

{Xì`mo ø_yV©: nwéf: g ~mømä`ÝVamo øO:Ÿ&
AàmUmo ø_Zm: eŵ «mo øjamËnaV: na:Ÿ&& (_wÊS>H$mon{ZfX² 2/1/2)
Radiant formless  Puru¾a is Aja (unborn) in and out. This is

without pr¢´a (energy), without mind, without decay and be-

yond para (root prak¨ti ) also.

Aì`º$mV² nwéf: na:Ÿ& nwéfmÝZ na§ {H$pÄMËgm H$mîR>m gm nam J{V:Ÿ&
(H$R>mon{ZfX²> 1/3/11)
Puru¾a is beyond formless (prak¨ti ) also. There is nothing be-

yond Puru¾a, He is k¢¾°h¢ (limit) and par¢ gati (final abode).

Z Vñ`H$m`ª H$aU§ Z{dÚVo Z VËg_íMmä`{YH$íM Ñí`VoŸ&
(ídoVmídVa Cn{ZfX² 6/8)
EH$mo Xod:...gmjr MoVm Ho$dbmo {ZJw©UíMŸ&Ÿ(ídoVmídVa Cn{ZfX² 6/11)
He does not have work or implements, none is seen equal or

greater than Him. The one Deva is s¢kº¤  (witness), conscious

and formless.

These verses show unity of form  in formless space.

gXod gmoå`oX_J« AmgrXoH$_odm{ÛVr`_²Ÿ& .. VX¡jV ~hþñ`m§ àOm`o`o{VŸ&
(N>mÝXmo½` Cn{ZfX² 6/2/1,3)
That Deva was Sat (existant) and one only, without second. He

thought-I will create many beings.

EH§$ ~rO§ ~hþYm `: H$amo{VŸ&(ídoVmídVa Cn{ZfX² 6/12)
Wo makes the single seed  manifold.

Ëd§ ñÌr Ëd§ nw_mZ[g Ëd§ Hw$_ma CV dm Hw$_marŸ& Ëd§ OrUmo© XÊS>oZ dÄM{gŸ&
(ídoVmídVa Cn{ZfX² 4/3)
    You are female, male, young or maden. Or, You are old

man moving with a stick. This shows unity of Brahma in zone

of doubt.

gdª IpëdX§ ~«÷Ÿ& (N>mÝXmo½` Cn{ZfX² 3/5/1)
All is Brahma definitely.

gdª {MÝ_mÌ_od {hŸ& (VoOmo{~ÝXyn{ZfX² 2/40)
All is just a point-consciosness.

gd©_mË__ §̀ OJV²Ÿ& ~«÷_mÌ{_X§ gd©_²Ÿ&(VoOmo{~ÝXyn{ZfX² 2/40)
The whole world is pervaded by ¢tm¢. All is nothing but Brahma.

Five fold 1 in mathematics is-

 (1) Nirb¤ja1-0=1

(2) Sab¤ja 1+0=1, 0+1=1.

(3) Multiplication  1x1=1.

(4) Division or substraction 2-1=1, 3-2=1

1d1=1

(5) Increase 1+1=2, 2+1=3

or, 1+1+1=3.

    Prak¨ti is like 0, but it is not non-existant again as 0. It is
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material, but can not do any work or creation without Puru¾a

which is the consciousness.

_`mÜ`joU àH¥${V:gy`Vo gMamMa_²Ÿ&
hoVwZmZoZ H$m¡ÝVo` OJ{Ûn[adV©VoŸ& (JrVm 9/9)
Under My lordship (of Brahma), Prak¨ti creates moving and

non-moving. By that cause only, world is transformed.

`mdËgÄOm`Vo {H${ÄMËgÎd§ ñWmdaO“__²Ÿ&
joÌjoÌkg§̀ moJmÎm{Û{Õ ^aVf©̂ Ÿ& (JrVm 13/26)
Whatever is created moving or non-moving, know it by com-

bination of  kºetra and kºetraj®a.

_m`m§ Vw àH¥${V§ {dÚmÝ_m{`Z§ Vw _hoída_²Ÿ&
Vñ`md`d^yV¡ñVw ì`mßV§ gd©{_X§ OJV²Ÿ& (ídoVmídVa Cn{ZfX² 4/10)
Know m¢y¢ as prak¨ti and M¢y¤ (lord of m¢y¢) as Maheºvara.

By his components ony the whole world is pervaded.

   Like Prak¨ti, 0  also has 5 forms in mathematics-

(1) Self  balance-0+0=0, 0-0=0, 0x0=0, 0d0=0.

(2) Balance with other numbers-0x1=0, 1x0=0, 0d1=0.

(3) With negative number  0-1=-1.

(4) Negative zero- 1-0=1, 2-0=2.

(5) Increasing value of numbers-10, 20, .. 100.1d0=

   Self  balance is like balance of 3 gu´as. Balance with other

numbers is like sattva-gu´a. With negative number, it is like

tamo-gu´a. Negative zero is mixed gu´a. Increasing value of

numbers is like rajo-gu´a.

5. Role of 108-This number is used for great men. Normal

man is addressed as a ºr¤  before his name. But 108 ºr¤  is

placed before name of Guru (preceptor). On this analogy,

Jagadguru (Head of ¹nkar¢ch¢rya p¤°ha ) is called 1008 ¹r¤.

    Here, 1=Brahma. 0 is root Prak¨ti  in which all 3 gu´as are

balanced. 8 is the number of  forms of Prak¨ti from which fur-

ther creations- i.e. 16 vik¨tis are made. In forward sequence of

1, 0, 8 means a person knowing Brahma, root prak¨ti and its

transformation into 8 forms. The reverse sequence of 8, 0, 1

means the person seeing unity of 8-fold prak¨ti and its root

with Brahma.

  Astronomically, this is distance of sun and moon in units of

their diameter. That is

Distance of sun from earth =sun diameter x 108.

 6. Signs of operation-Root sign is a dot or point. By its

motion, sign of minus has been formed. Words for substrac-

tion have been formed by verbs meaning-to go, to take away,

etc (see para 1.2). About origin of signs minus sign (¨´a ) has

been called first sign and dot is its small form (chid ̈ ´a ). These

signs were first devised by Ga´eºa, so A¬kapad¤yam  has been

also called Ga´an¢tha-ga´ita. First Ga´apati (in human form)

was called Brahma´aspati, who was Kavi and  Guru. In

Ga´apati-atharva-º¤r¾a, verse 7, akºara with half moon sign

(ardhendu-lasita) has been described from him.

JUmZm§ Ëdm JUnqV hdm_ho H$qd H$drZm_wn_ldñV_²Ÿ&
Á`oîR>amO§ ~«÷Um ~«÷UñnV Am Z: ûm¥ÊdÝZ¥{V{^: grX gmXZ_²Ÿ&&1Ÿ&&
 Jye¾°har¢ja Brahm¢ (in human form) gave him the right to

spread the knowledge of script. He made S¢ma (song,  psalm

of Bible) and bound it with chhanda (kavi =divides into kavala

=small packets) and preserved with §ta (writiing, spread mat-

ter or sign).
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{dídoä`mo [hËdm ^wdZoä`ñn[a ËdîQ>mOZV² gmåZ: H${d:Ÿ&
g F$U {MÑU`m ~«÷Uñn{V Ð©þhmo hÝV_h F$Vñ` YV©[aŸ&&17Ÿ&&
(F$H²$ 2/23/1,17)
He held the §ta (writing, spread of signs) with ¨´a (dash -,

minus sign) and by chid-¨na (minute part of dash, dot). By three

signs (1 sign =1 combination of dash+dot), signs of Devas were

written-

²Xodbú_§ d¡ Í`m{b{IVm Vm_wÎma bú_mU Xodm CnmXYV .. (V¡{Îmar` g§{hVm
5/2/8/3)
Devas are pr¢´a of 33 dh¢mas of sun. Sign of 33 devas are

letters (consonants) from k to h. This script is a nagara (city =

chiti =arrangement) of devas in symbols, so it is called

Devan¢gar¤. Signs of all letters are 49 maruts (airs of 49 zones

of galaxy), so its creator was called Marut or V¢yu-

dm½d¡ namÀ`ì`mH¥$VmdXV² Vo Xodm BÝÐ_~«wdpÝZ_m§ Zmo dmM§ ì`mHw${d©{V
gmo@~«drÛa§ d¥U¡, _ø§ M¡d dm`do M gh J¥ømVm B{VŸ& (V¡{Îmar` g§{hVm
6/4/7)
V¢k (words) were in ancient times without parts. B¨haspati

had given names to each word called pada- §k 10/71/1)). On

request of Devas, Indra took help of V¢yu and broke the words

(into dh¢tu, upasarga, pratyaya etc). As is was vy¢k¨ta (sepa-

rated into parts), it was called vy¢kara´a (grammer).

   Each sign is combination of dash and dot-can be indicated by

0, 1. Their combination can be of 22 = 4 types- 00, 01, 10, 11.

Combination of 3 signs can be in 26 =64 (4x4x4) types. Thus,

Br¢hm¤ script has 64 letters. Devan¢gar¤ script with 49 letters,

three letters for kºetraj®a (kº, tra, j®a), 10 symbols of numbers

also can be written with this scheme. Actually, I-ching script of

China still uses 64 combinations of 3 pairs of dash and dot.

This was adopted for Morse-code for telegrams and was basis

of ASCI code in Computer.

   Addition is joining of two parts indicated by two parts of

dash on left and right sides joined. Or, it may be taken as nega-

tive of negative, hence two dashes are joined perpendicularly.

    Multiplication is repeated joining-like twisting of a rope by

which its fibres are joined repeatedly-this process is called

gu´ana, so multiplication also in called gu´¢. The original form

of components is completely destroyed in gu´ana, thus it is

indicated by verbs having meanings-to kill (see para 1.3). In

English also the process is called cross which means to kill, or

to multiply both.

   Division separates two parts. Single part is space indicated

by vacant circle, whose short form is a dot (vindu). By division

of a vindu in two, it becomes visarga (dicharge, creation), in

which two dots are placed one below other separated by a

horizontal line.

{dgJ©: H$_© g§{kV:Ÿ&(JrVm 8/3)
I.e. Visarga is named karma (action).

{d`moJo XomfXeu `: g§̀ moJ§ g {dgO©̀ oV²Ÿ&
(_hm^maV, Aml_dm{gH$ nd© 34/15)
   The person who sees fault in viyoga should discard (visarga)

seeing fault in gain and loss.

7. Classification of Mathematics-For two branches of

knowledge, Ga´eºa (countable) and Sarasvat¤ (rasa =abstract),
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there are two broad classes of mathematics-

     Ga´eºa                    Sarasvat¤

    Discrete                  Field

    Algebraic (raºi)       Geometric (kºetra)

    Pure                      Applied

    Exact (Sak¨ta)        Approximate (Asak¨ta)

    Finite                     Infinite

    Theory (Bh¢va)     Algorithms (Bh¢vita)

   Bh¢skara I has mentioned r¢ºi  and kºetra methods of ga´ita

in his commentary on ¡ryabha°¤ya (translation with comments

by Prof. Kripashankar Shukla, published by Indian National

Science Academy, Delhi-2 in 1955). Texts like Siddh¢nta

darpa´a give sak¨ta (exact or one time) method and asak¨ta

(repeated, successive approximation). Bh¢skara-I also men-

tions 4 b¤jas-sub classes of r¢ºi-

1st-y¢vat-t¢vat, 2nd-varga-avarga

3rd-ghana-aghana, 4th-vi¾ama (mixed)

 These are simple euations, quadratic, cubic, and of more than

one unknown or mixed.

 He mentions 4 treatises of earlier ¢ch¢ryas at two places (A-

1/1) and A-2/9)-Maskar¤, P¦rana, Mudgala and P¦tana-which

may indicate 4 p¢da (quarters) of mathematics like 4 p¢da of

Puru¾a or Brahma. Maskar¤ may mean collection of algorithms

(maska =repetitive exercise, maskari = wielder of rod, log =

rod in English). Mudgala (mudga = grain of pulse) may mean

discrete mathematics. P¦rana and P¦tana appear to be two op-

posite branches of mathematics like Integral (sum of area, vol-

ume elements = p¦ra´a, P¦tana = rectification, differential cal-

culus). Mah¢bh¢rata, º¢nti parva (47/12) menrions Bh¢skara

(or Maskari ) and P¦tana among the sages surrounding Bh¤¾ma

at his last moment. Maudgalya (of Mudgala clan) also has been

mentioned but no  indication has been given about their knowl-

edge of mathematics. Maskar¤  and P¦ra´a have been men-

tioned as mathematicians in Bodhapr¢bh¨ta (commentary by

¹rutas¢gara) and Bh¢vapr¢bh¨ta  of Kunda-kunda. Each of math-

ematics branches gave rise to a school of  philosophy and these

schools were uprooted after advent of Buddha (1887-1807 BC)-

Makkhali Goº¢la (Maskar¤ ), P¦rana K¢ºyapa and Mudgala are

mentioned as three sects uprooted by him. Possibly that period

ended the formal texts of mathematics as well as surgery in

name of non-violence (see for example Majjhima-Nik¢ya. De-

tailed analysis is in Bauddha-dharma and Bihar, by Sri  Havaldar

Tripathi, publishedby Bihar Rashtrabhasha Parishad, Patna-4).

   It is interesting to note that some of the texts are named in

Ga´ta-s¦tras-P¦ra´a-ap¦ra´¢bhy¢m (P¦ra´a), Sa¬kalana-

vyavakalana, Vya¾°i-sama¾°i (opposite branches listed above)

or ¹¦nyamanyat (other zeros). This link itself shows wider

meanings of Ga´ta-s¦tras.

  8. Prayer-The prayers given as ma¬gal¢chara´a of A¬ka-

pad¤yam (Ga´an¢tha-ga´ita) is given below-

JUoe§ à_WmYre§ {ZJw©U§ gJwU§ {d ŵ_²Ÿ&
`mo{JZmo `ËnX§ `mpÝV V§ Jm¡arZÝXZ§ ^OoŸ&&2Ÿ&&
(JUoe nyd©Vm{nÝ ẁn{ZfX² )
Ga´eºa is lord of Pramatha and is both lord of nirgu´a (ab-

stract) and sagu´a (concrete). We pray the son of Gaur¤ whose
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place is reached by yog¤s.

Z_mo daXm` {d¿Z hÝÌoŸ&&1Ÿ&&
 We pray (Ga´eºa) who is giver of boons and destroys obsta-

cles.

Z_ñVo emaXo Xo{d H$mí_ranwadm{g{ZŸ&
Ëdm_h§ àmW©̀ o {ZË §̀ {dÚmXmZ§ M Xo{h _oŸ&&3Ÿ&&
(gañdVahñ`mon{ZfX² 2)
We pray dev¤ ¹¢rada, resident of K‘ºm¤ra town. We request

her to give knowledge daily.

`ÀNy>Ý`dm{XZm§ eyÝ §̀ ~«÷ ~«÷{dXm§ M `V²Ÿ&&
{dkmZ_mÌ§ {dkmZ{dXm§ `X_bmË_H$_²Ÿ&
nwéf: gm§»`ÑîQ>rZm_rídamo `moJdm{XZm_²Ÿ&&
{ed: e¡dmJ_ñWmZm§ H$mb: H$mb¡H$dm{XZm_²Ÿ&
`Ëgd©emñÌ{gÕmÝV§ `Ëgd© öX`mZwJ_²Ÿ&&
`Ëgdª gd©J§ dñVw `ÎmÎd§ VXgm¡ pñWV:Ÿ&
(AÝZnyUm}n{ZfX² 3/19-22)
That Great being is zero among knowers of zero, Brahma among

followers of this form, pure vij®¢na (science) among scientists.

He is Puru¾a as per s¢¬khya , £ºvara for Yog¤s, ¹iva for ºaivas,

K¢la (time) for measurers of time. He is all the principles of all

texts and feelings in all hearts. Whatever object exists, He is

within that.
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